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GLOSSARY 

 

ACC  

 

 

Airport Control Centre  

ADM  Airfield Duty Manager  

MAFRS  Manchester Airport Fire & Rescue Service   

AIS  Aeronautical Information Service  

ASB  

ASTM 

Airside Safety Bulletin 

Airfield Security Team Manager  

ATC  Air Traffic Control  

ATIS  Automatic Terminal Information Service  

BMS  Building Management System  

CAP  Civil Aviation Authority Publication  

CCC  Customer Coordination Cell  

CFME  

DSP  

Continuous Friction Monitoring Equipment  

Departure Sequencing Protocol  

EGCC  ICAO Code for Manchester Airport  

ERC  Emergency Response Radio Channel  

ESTM  Engineering Shift Team Manager  

FEGP  Fixed Electrical Ground Power  

GMC  Ground Movement Controller - ATC  

ICAO  International Civil Aviation Organisation  

IATA 

IMC  

International Air Transport Association  

Incident Management Centre  

LWOP Landside Winter Ops Plan 

MAN  

MA PC  

IATA Code for Manchester Airport  

Manchester Airport Priority Controller  

METAR  Aviation Routine Weather Report  

mm  Millimetres  

MO  Meteorological Office  

MT  Motor Transport  

NATS  National Air Traffic Services Ltd.  

NOTAM  Notice To Airmen  

OiC  Officer in Charge  

OPMET  Operational Meteorological  

RAP  Runway Access Point  

RTF  Radio Telephony  

RTHP  Runway Taxiway Holding Point  

RVP  Emergency Rendezvous Point  

ASCO  Airfield Safety and Compliance Officer  

SNOWTAM  Snow Notice to Airmen  

TAF  Terminal Aerodrome Forecast  

TDM  Terminal Duty Manager  

VHF  Very High Frequency  

WTS  Winter Threat Status  
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PURPOSE STATEMENT  

 

The Winter Operations Plan details the measures to be taken by Manchester Airport to enable 

Airport operations to continue safely during periods of snow and ice conditions. The Plan focuses 

primarily on the management of aerodrome & airport facilities. This document is published in 

accordance with the requirements of the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) and the 

Acceptable Means of Compliance (AMC) AMC1 ADR.OPS. B.050 and is therefore consistent with the 

National Snow Plan.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

  

Inevitably, winter conditions introduce potential hazards to Airports and Aircraft Operations 

including turnaround activity on the apron. Snowfall can impose significant restrictions on the 

availability of capacity whether this be on the Road Network, Airfield or Car park Operations and can 

to lead to the disruption of normal flight operations. In prolonged or severe snowfall, disruption can 

last for several days.  

 

Whilst Manchester Airport makes every reasonable effort to clear snow and ice from the airport site, 

it can be a lengthy process, especially when persistent or heavy snowfalls exist. It is therefore 

essential that all airport operators and 3rd parties are constantly aware that snow and ice may be 

present and take extra precautions as appropriate. General safety guidance is made available to all 

personnel in the format of an Information notices or Airside Safety Bulletin, issued annually in 

conjunction with the Winter Operations Plan. It is the responsibility of operational managers to 

ensure this information are made available to all employees working or driving in airside or landside 

areas.  

  

This plan concentrates on the planning, organisation and response to winter conditions and the 

general execution of the clearance of snow accumulations whether this be on the airfield or landside 

locations. The treatment of frost or ice on the airfield requires a less extensive response. The 

procedures relating to such events are detailed in Section 11 within the Airfield Winter Operations 

Plan. 

  

The plan also incorporates the procedures for activating the Incident Management Centre and the 

processes for notifying airline customers and service partners of the airport operational status in the 

event of a disruption scenario. 
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2. FORWARD SEASONAL PLANNING (2019/2020 SEASON) Planning for the winter season is an 

ongoing process within Manchester Airport. However, the following steps will be taken in readiness 

for the onset of winter: - 

 Between April and August, the Airfield Operations Manager will host meetings with the 

internal response teams including Customer Services, Landside Operations and Assets 

Engineering to review the resources and plans and agree any changes.  

 

 Training will commence over each summer season for staff operating snow and ice clearing 

equipment.  

 

 

 Table top exercises will be conducted from September and throughout the season to test 

and review various components of the Winter Operations Plan.  

 

 ‘Live’ testing will be carried out October to November to simulate a ‘snow event’. This will be 

conducted jointly across Airfield Operations, Assets Engineering, MAFRS, Airfield Control and 

Air Traffic Control.  

 

 

 Consultation will take place with Airlines & key Service Partners during August & September.  

 

 The annual Winter Operations Plan will be published by November 1st, following which all 

operators must ensure that their staff are conversant with its content, and feedback any 

comments or requested alterations by the mid October for final distribution before 1st 

November  

 

 

 At the end of each winter season, the Airfield Operations Manager will organise an ‘internal 

wash-up’ review, the purpose of which will be to review the Winter Operations Plan in the 

light of experience. As part of this process, airlines and handling agents will be invited to 

provide MA with feedback. 

 

3. IMPLEMENTATION 

The Winter Operations Plan will be updated on an annual basis, normally in October, becoming 

effective from November.  
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4.  WINTER THREAT STATUS MATRIX 
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5. INCIDENT MANAGEMENT CENTRE 

5.1. Activation  

The IMC will be activated when the ADM deems it necessary to declare the Winter Threat Status at 

Level 2 (Significant snowfall with the potential for prolonged Airport closures). The IMC is 

responsible for the airport wide response strategy and managing communications with internal and 

external stakeholders. Access to the IMC will be restricted to MA personnel who have been 

appointed to carry out a substantive management or supporting role within the IMC Organisation 

Structure. Initially the IMC will be chaired by the TDM until such time management representatives 

from key operational areas are present on site. 

 

5.2. Leadership & Attendance  

Management representatives from Manchester Airport and Public Relations will attend the IMC and 

maintain communications with the Airport Community, details of this will be sent via the Community 

App or email where applicable. 

 

5.3. Customer Communication Cell  

When the IMC is active, all customer and service partner enquiries and requests relating operational 

disruption should be routed via the IMC, rather than the Snow Cell. The contact telephone numbers 

for IMC will be promulgated to airport users via the Community App or email where applicable. 

During periods of prolonged or severe winter conditions, the IMC will establish a “Customer Co-

ordination Cell” (CCC) which will meet at regular intervals, or as circumstances dictate. The CCC will 

ensure airline customers and service partners are provided with detailed updates on the progress of 

snow clearing operations. The CCC will also ensure that operational input is obtained from airlines, 

handling agents and service partners, thus informing the strategic plan. The time and venue of CCC 

meetings will be promulgated via the Community App, with information updates provided by email 

as and when required. MA will also adopt the use of Conference Call facilities to ensure an effective 

two-way flow of information between the airport, airlines and service partners. The details of 

impending Conference Calls will be notified via the Community App or email   
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5.4. Priority ground movement   

During severe disruption, in the interests of passenger welfare and management of ground capacity, 

individual inbound aircraft may be directed by IMC, via ATC, to alternative parking positions.   

These specific instructions will only be made in the event that passengers are likely to be held on-

board an aircraft for an unacceptable length of time and/or current positioning of the aircraft on the 

taxiways is causing ground capacity constraints.  

Due to the nature and criticality of the movement, all decisions made by IMC will be final and must 

be complied with.  
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 Landside Winter Operations Plan 

 

 

 

 

 

Landside Plan Owner: Emma Porter – Head of Car Park Operations 
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1. PURPOSE  

The purpose of the Landside Winter Operations Plan (LWOP) is to provide details of the steps and 

measures that will be taken by MA and its service partners to minimise the impact of winter weather 

conditions such as snow, ice and frost on the landside estate  

The plan provides information on the pre-season planning process, responsibilities and 

organisational structure, resources, priorities and other aspects of the winter operations service.   

 

2. GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND POLICY 

MA’s objective is to provide a winter operations service which, as far as reasonably practical, will 

permit safe movement of traffic (both vehicular and pedestrian) around the landside highway 

network whilst also minimising delays and accidents directly attributable to adverse weather 

conditions 

  

In order to achieve this objective, MA will endeavour to;   

 Prevent / inhibit the formation of ice or snow on specified roads / footways / pedestrian 

areas by pre-treating them in advance of freezing temperatures 

 Remove accumulated ice and / or snow, either by post-treatment, snow removal activities or 

a combination of the two 

Details of which roads / areas will be pre-treated are contained in Section 6 and appendix A of this 

document. 

 

Whilst MA will take all reasonable steps practical to ensure that treatment of the specified areas 

takes place prior to the occurrence of freezing temperatures, it cannot guarantee these areas will 

remain free from ice and snow at all times.                                                                                                 

This may be particularly so when freezing conditions are expected shortly after rainfall or if heavy 

snowfall occurs.  
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3. RESPONSIBILITIES OF KEY PERSONNEL 

 Airfield Duty Manager (ADM) 

 To monitor meteorological conditions, forecasts and warnings and disseminate this 

information to the TDM as necessary 

 To advise the TDM if and when anti-icing / snow removal activities are to take place on the 

airfield 

 

 Terminal Duty Manager (TDM) 

 To initiate the LWOP if the forecast indicates that the airport is to experience weather 

conditions that will result in the occurrence of frost, ice and / or snow 

 To instruct the Operations Manager of MA’s Winter Operations Service Partner to 

commence pre-treatment or snow clearance operations                                                             

(Mobile 07384 238326) secondary “Back Up “ Paul Williams Mitie FoH Mgr Mobile 07387 

231919) 

 To activate the Incident Management Centre (IMC) if required, or requested to do so by the 

ADM 

 In the event of a severe and / or prolonged snow event, to act as the principal link between 

the landside snow clearance teams and the IMC 

 To receive and disseminate regular updates to the IMC regarding the progress on snow / ice 

clearance works 

 

 Front of House Facilities Manager (FoHFM) 

 To make any necessary changes to the LWOP and to ensure that the document is circulated 

to all relevant parties by October 

 To regularly monitor the on-site stock of rock salt and arrange for supplies to be replenished 

as and when necessary 

 To ensure that accurate records of all pre-treatment activities are produced by MA’s Service 

Partner and to maintain these for a period of three years 

 In the event of a severe and / or prolonged frost / ice/ snow event;  

 To manage the Landside snow clearance or ice treatment operations in conjunction with 

other MA units (i.e. Car Parks Operations, Bussing) 

 To act as the principal link between the landside snow clearance teams and the TDM 
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MA Winter Operations Service Partner (WOSP)  

• On instruction from the TDM, to ensure that the Landside Winter Operations team are 

mobilised, and the network is treated in accordance with the agreed priorities.  

• To ensure that the landside winter operations equipment is properly maintained, and the 

vehicles have an adequate fuel supply at all times 

• To ensure that all winter operations equipment has been subject to a full service prior to the 

start of the winter season 

• Conduct serviceability checks on all winter operations equipment after each use 

• To ensure that all staff employed in winter operations duties are adequately trained and 

qualified to use the plant  

• To ensure that regular checks are made on the remaining stock in each rock soltage bin 

• Ensuring that rock salt storage bins are re-filled as and when required 

• To provide MA with accurate and timely records of all winter operations activities 

undertaken by them on MA’s behalf   

 

Customer Transport Manager  

 Customer Transport Land Line                    Ext      8666 

 Head of Customer Transport           07701 319590                    

 

Customer Transport Duty Managers Responsibilities 

• Customer Transport Duty Manager to inform drivers of adverse weather condition warnings, 

monitor situation during shift, obtain regular updates from drivers regarding current 

conditions. 

• Update IMC, TDM, regarding any problems encountered with the bussing operation. 

• Ensure the Customer Transport Operation Centre manoeuvring area is gritted.  

• Ensure salt containers are full prior to winter season and monitor levels throughout the 

season, deploy grit as required. 

 

Drivers Responsibilities 

Drivers must advise CTOC duty manager of road, car park, terminal forecourts and bus stops 

conditions. 
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MA Car Parks Duty Team Manager  

• Car Park Team Managers (CPTM’s) to inform all Meet & Greet drivers of adverse weather 

condition warnings, monitor situation during shift, obtain regular updates from drivers 

regarding current conditions in car parks 

• Update the TDM, regarding any problems encountered with the estate road networks. 

• Ensure the passenger arrivals areas are gritted.  

• Ensure salt containers are full prior to winter season and monitor levels throughout the 

season, deploy grit as required. 

• Only request gritting directly via the TDM 

• Have regular communication with car parks control room to asses any problem areas via 

CCTV. 

• Monitor surface condition of Mid Stay Car Parking Decked area. Determine if safe for 

continued use by Vehicles and Pedestrians.  

 

4. NETWORK HIERACHY: Priority Anti-icing / Snow Clearance Routes 

Roads - As is the case with the public highway network, the roads within MA’s landside estate serve 

different areas of the site and each carries different volumes and types of traffic. Some routes - such 

as Outwood Lane and Palma Avenue - are key thoroughfares in that they are the main road links 

from the main highway network into the three terminals. Their continued availability and 

accessibility is key to the operation of the landside transportation system.      

However, whilst other routes - such as Helsinki Way (Security Gate North) - may be important at a 

more ‘local’ level, the airport could still operate if they were not available for a period of time.   

Given that it is not practically possible to treat all areas of the landside road network at one time, in 

deciding which areas should be treated first, due regard has been paid to the importance of the 

different parts of the network and the volumes of traffic they carry.          As a result, a ‘network 

hierarchy’ has been devised which reflects the relative importance of each part of the landside 

highway network. This hierarchy is reflected in the order in which the road network will be treated; 

i) In advance of ice / snow forming  

ii) During and following snowfall events 
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Details of the treatment routes are attached to this document as  

Appendix A     Gritting Routes.  Vehicle mounted   

Appendix B    Forecourts and Pathways 

 

5. LANDSIDE WINTER OPERATIONS PLAN - GENERAL 

Initiation - Following the receipt of the Winter Threat Status, the TDM will instruct the Landside 

Operations Team of MA’s WOSP (Mobile 07958 877795) to commence surface treatment operations 

of the MA road network in accordance with the priorities set out in Appendix ‘A’  

 Gritting Routes Vehicle mounted and based on the recommended treatments and spread 

rates for the forecast weather conditions.  

 

Decision Making Matrix – The UK has a variable climate, no more so than during the winter months 

when conditions can change rapidly within a relatively short space of time. As a result, it is often 

necessary to adopt different operational responses to different weather conditions.  

Hence, in order to provide the TDM with some guidance as to what might be the most appropriate 

response to the forecast or prevailing weather conditions, a Decision Making Matrix has been 

formulated. This is set out in Appendix ‘D’.   

 

Spread Rates – Rock salt can have a number of negative environmental impacts; not only can it 

adversely affect vegetation and pollute watercourses, but it can also damage the road surfaces, 

concrete structures and vehicles.  Hence, in the interests of sustainability, the minimum amount of 

material should be used to deal with the prevailing conditions. However, in order to be most 

effective,  

 

To assist in this matter, recommended spread rates for a number of different weather scenarios are 

provided in Appendix ‘D’. These recommended spread rates should be used in conjunction with the 

Decision Making Matrix detailed in Appendix C to formulate the most appropriate treatment for the 

forecast condition.  
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Pre-treatment: Timing and Timescales   

As stated earlier, one of the principal aims of Winter Operations Service is to prevent / inhibit the 

formation of ice or snow.  

To meet this objective, running surfaces need to be treated before freezing temperatures occur.           

Hence, the key factor in ensuring the success of the treatment is providing sufficient notice so that 

the pre-treatment activities can be completed prior to the inset of freezing temperatures.   

 

In deciding the optimum moment to commence pre-treatment activities,  

due consideration therefore needs to be made of the following factors; 

 

• WOSP Response Time: This is defined as the time taken from the decision to begin 

precautionary treatment until the winter maintenance vehicles are loaded, manned and 

ready to commence actual salting  

 

• Treatment Time: This is defined as the time as the time taken from beginning treatment of 

the network through to its completion. Depending on the time of day, this may vary, so due 

regard should be taken of this when deciding to initiate any pre-treatment activities.  

 

Pre-Treatment: 

 MA Roadways and Surface Car Parks 

 Exposed areas of Multi Storey Car Parks 

 Meet and Greet Areas 

 Meet and Greet Storage area 

 Car Rental Village and Transporter area 

 Bus / Rail Interchange 

 

(Note   excluding WFT/ Cargo/ Western Maintenance Areas treated by ISS on behalf of MAG 

Property) Appendix F 

 Terminal Forecourts and Pathways   

 Pre-Treatment: of Metal Decked Car Parks 
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It has been found during previous seasons the metal decking starts to form frost at +3 Deg C 

Pre- treatment of metal decked car parks to take place when forecast is dry and air temps are 

forecasted to be Dry and +3 Deg C or below. 

Using special Viaform non-corrosive material and a dedicated gritting vehicle to reduce cross 

contamination of de-icing material (avoiding use of standard grit salt) 

  

The LWOP period of days is extended to be from 1st October 2019 to 30th April 2020 in relation to 

Mid Stay metal decked car park.  

 

Snow Clearance Operations 

MA will endeavour to clear snow from its internal network within the resources available and in 

accordance with the general priorities and objectives outlined in this document. 

  

Snow Plough / Blades 

4 x grit spreading vehicles will have attachments to enable 2m snow plough/blades to be mounted 

on each vehicle. 

During period of Heavy/ Prolonged Snow  

 Gritter 1 route will be changed to areas which are not main roadways.  

 Gritter 2 will be taken out of use.  

Driver redeployed to operating the tractor with a 2m snow plough/ blade and 3.500Kg grit spreader. 

 

To relocate snow and treat main roadways. 

 Forecourts exit issue, Tractor will need to exit via bus lane  

 The index plate is located too high for ANPR camera due to mounted plough 

 High vehicle, Driver cannot use Ops Pass  

 Need method of opening barrier without exiting cab to use call button 
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Snow Brushes 

 3 x motorised pedestrian operated Snow Brushes are available to brush snow from 

forecourts and pedestrian routes around each of the three terminals.  

 1 x motorised Snow Brush mounted on a grass mower used by MAG Landscaping as 

additional support during landscaping hours of work.  

 18 x pedestrian hand held snow brushes. 

Snow Pusher / Blades 

 18 x pedestrian hand held snow pusher/ blades available to push snow from forecourts and 

pedestrian routes around the terminals. 

 

Snow Push / Shovels 

 18 x pedestrian hand held snow pusher/ blades available to push snow from forecourts and 

pedestrian routes around the terminals. 

 

Road Closures / Road works 

If any road closures are planned, due consideration should be given to the impact that this will have 

on the both the pre-treatment routes and the time that will be taken to complete the pre-

treatment. If necessary, the treatment routes may be varied to take account of any closures.  

However, no closed section of road should be reopened to traffic if; 

 There are clear signs of ice / snow present on the surface 

 The surface is damp / wet and temperatures are still below or expected to fall below zero 

 The section of closed road has not been treated 

              

6. RECORDS 

The TDM will be responsible for keeping accurate records of all decisions made and instructions 

given to MAs WOSP regarding winter operation activities.  

TDM will record their actions on their daily DML Report, this is then sent to all relevant managers at 

the end of each shift and provides a robust audit trail.  
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MA’s Winter Operations Service Partner (Mitie) shall be responsible for collating records of all pre-

treatment activities. The records shall include the following details; 

 Areas treated  

 Operatives name 

 Treatment time 

 Notes / Observations 

 

Each Month from November to April, the WOSP shall provide MA’s Front of House Facilities 

Manager with copies of all pre-treatment activities for the previous month. MA shall retain all 

records for a minimum of three years.  

 

7. PROVISION & STORAGE OF DE-ICE/ANTI ICE MATERIALS  

Brown Rock-salt 

 Each standard grit spreading uses circa 23 Tonnes (23,000 Kg) of brown rock salt 

 MA will endeavour to keep a minimum of 84 tonnes (84,000Kg) of rock salt on site at all 

times during the winter season.  

 The stock - which is stored in Hanger 4 on the Western Maintenance area – shall be 

replenished as and when required.  

 The stock of rock salt in Hanger 4 shall only be used by MA staff or MA’s service partners for 

activities relating to the prevention of ice and / or the removal of ice / snow from the 

landside estate 

 

During period of Heavy/ Prolonged Snow the 3 Ton spreader mounted on a tractor will be utilised to 

treat main roadways.  

Circa 70 salt storage bins are located across the site and their locations are listed in Appendix ‘C’. 

Grit Bin Locations  

 

 Storage bins closest to the Terminal Buildings will be used to store bags of white salt used on 

Forecourts and pathways around the terminals. 

 Storage bins not close to the Terminal Buildings will be used to store brown rock salt used on 

pathways and car parks. 

 

These can be used by all MA based staff to prevent the formation of ice or for the removal of 

accumulations of snow.  
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White Salt for use on Terminals Forecourts 

 MA will endeavour to keep a minimum of 20 x 25Kg bags of White Salt.                             

 The stock - which is stored in Hanger 4 - shall be replenished as and when required.  

 

 Viaform for use on Mid Stay metal decked structure 

 A dedicated 4x 4 gritting vehicle to be acquired to reduce cross contamination of de-icing        

 material (avoiding use of standard grit salt) 

 

 Each standard Viaform spreading uses circa 12 x 25kg bags (300 Kg)  

 MA will endeavour to keep a minimum of 40 x 25Kg bags (1,000kg)  

 

8. RESOURCES/PLANT & EQUIPMENT 

There are 6 defined treatment routes, each of which takes approximately 3 hours to complete. 

Vehicles/ equipment required to undertake the treatment   

 3 x Tipper / Transits - 1600Lt (1696Kg) Grit Spreaders 

 3 x 4 x 4 Vehicles (MSCP / areas max 2m use) - 765Lt (810Kg) Grit Spreaders 

 1 x Tractor - 2800Lt (3000kg) Grit Spreader 

 1 x Flat back vehicle for replenishing grit bins  

 1 x Telehandler type machine to load the spreaders 

 4 x Manual ‘push-along’ pedestrian gritter’s (Turbo 300) for use on forecourts and footways 

 2 x Manual ‘push-along’ pedestrian snow brushes for use on forecourts, footways and 

midstay decking  

 

In addition, snow shovels / brushes and will also be made available for general use in advance of 

forecast snow events. 
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Staffing – MA’s Service Partner (Mitie) are contracted to supply sufficient trained staff to meet the 

winterisation needs  

 6 x Driver`s to operate 6 vehicles with mounted grit spreaders    

 3 x vehicles under 2m high and 4x4 to treat the top decks of MSCP`s and decked car parks   

 A telehandler type machine is also provided to load the spreaders.  

 4 x Operatives to use pedestrian manual gritters (Turbo 300) to Pre-Treatment: Footways 

and Terminal  

 

Although it is the responsibility of the FM contractor (Mitie) to clear / relocate snow from roadways 

footpaths and car parks. 

During severe or prolonged snow events, extra staff from MA’s other service partners/contractors 

may be utilised to augment those of MA’s Service Partners and volunteers.  

 R&M Developments - Mark Henry - 078311201536 

 Technically Airside - Simon Calvert - 07931 486486           

 

9. LIAISON WITH HIGHWAYS AGENCY & ADJOINING HIGHWAYS AUTHORITIES 

MA recognises that the airport is one of the key destinations in the North-West and as a result a 

significant amount of vehicular traffic travels to and from the site to all over the region and beyond 

each day.  

Given this, the continued availability and safe operation of MA’s, the local, regional and inter-city 

highway network is paramount to the continued operation of the airport.   

Hence, during periods of severe weather – particularly heavy snowfall – contact will be maintained 

with both the Highways Agency (HA) and adjoining highway authorities regarding the condition and 

availability of the road network in the Greater Manchester region and beyond. This will be 

particularly important in assessing whether it is likely that significant numbers of customers and staff 

are likely to be unable to travel to their intended destination and may therefore require assistance 

from MA.  

 

In order that a strategic view of the situation can be obtained, it is suggested that all contact with 

the HA and adjoining authorities be done through the IMC.  

 

Highways England Regional Control Centre number: 01925 298 083 

Highways England customer contact centre: 0300 123 500Attached Appendix   
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Appendix A: Gritting Routes Vehicle mounted  

 

Appendix B: Gritting Routes - Pedestrian Manual Essential Pathways / Forecourts  

 

Appendix C: Grit Bin Locations 

            

 Appendix D: Decision making matrix 

            

Appendix E: Recommended Spread Rates 

 

Appendix F: Western Maintenance & Cargo Clearance Routes 
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APPENDIX A 

 

Gritter 1 Priority Route Order SHPE2000 on Tipper 
YP66DOU 

 1600Lt   (1696Kg)  x 4 Loads each circa 65 mins ….50 min spread  15min return and reloading time 

  

Load 1 

CHICAGO AVE  

MALAGA AVE  

TERMINAL ROAD NORTH OUTBOUND 

INTERNATIONAL APPROACH NORTH OF OLYMPIC HOUSE   

TOWER ROAD (including Quad walkway)  

TERMINAL RD SOUTH (ROUNDABOUT TO ARRIVALS “the tear drop" 

TERMINAL  1   ARRIVALS   ROADWAY 

HOTEL ROAD including Roundabout 

HOTEL ROAD EAST 

HOTEL ROAD WEST 

OUTWOOD LANE EAST      ROUNDABOUT TO T3  

RINGWAY RD MINI ROUND ABOUT TO T3 MEET GREET ROUNDABOUT 

SERVICE YARD T3 
 

Load 2 

H5 CAR PARK  

RIO AVE ENTRANCE ROAD TO AREA 2 CAR PARK 

STAFF AREA 2 REAR OF COMMONWEALTH HOUSE 

BUS STATION    

RAILSTATION FORECOURT 

 

Load 3 

SYDNEY AVE (from Thorley lane, Palma ave roundabout and West of T2MSCP WEST) 

MELBOURNE AVE SOUTH OF T2MSCP WEST 

TORONTO AVE TO NORTH ROAD SECURITY GATE 

TORONTO AVE T2 EAST PIER TO SERVICE YARD & SERVICE YARD 

STAFF CAR PARK LITTLE WEST          
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Gritter 1 Priority Route Order SHPE2000 on Tipper 
YP66DOU 
 

  Areas to be gritted when Tractor Gritter is in use  
Load 1 

SERVICE YARD T3 

H5 CAR PARK  

STAFF CAR PARK LITTLE WEST          

THORLEY LANE   A    MEET GREET STORAGE 

THORLEY LANE   B    MEET GREET STORAGE 

FAIREYS APRON In Front of Hgr 4 MT Only 

 

Load 2 

FIRE STATION NORTH 

CAR PARK NEAR FIRE STATION USED BY ATC 

FAIREYS APRON In Front of Hgr 4 MT Only 

FIRE STATION NORTH 

CAR PARK NEAR FIRE STATION USED BY ATC 

RUNWAY VIEWING PARK  

ROADWAY UPTO FIRE STATION SOUTH 

AREA NEXT TO HOTELS MEET GREET ENTRANCE EXIT ONLY 

HASTY     LANE         MEET GREET STORAGE 

ROAD TO LITTLE FLYERS AND CAR PARK 

 

 

Load 3 

JETPARK RINGWAY (Shadow Moss Road)   

WILMSLOW OLD ROAD TO STAFF SOUTH CAR PARK 

CAR PARK   STAFF SOUTH   
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Gritter 2 Priority Route Order SHPE2000  on Tipper 
YH66XVC 
                  1600Lt  (1696Kg)  x 4 Loads each circa 65 mins ….50 min spread  15min return and reloading 
time 

NOT USED When Tractor Unit is in Use  

Driver Redeployed to Tractor Unit 
Load 1 

OUTWOOD LANE AND X 2 ROUNDABOUTS 

TERMINAL ROAD SOUTH (TEAR DROP) 

  

DOMESTIC APPROACH ROAD (TERMINAL 3 BUS AREA)   

DOMESTIC APPROACH ROAD (TERMINAL 3) INNER / BUS LANE  

DOMESTIC APPROACH ROAD (TERMINAL 3) OUTER LANE (MSCP SIDE) 

  

THORLEY LANE   A    MEET GREET STORAGE 

THORLEY LANE   B    MEET GREET STORAGE 

 

 

Load 2 

FAIREYS APRON in Front of Hgr 4 MT Only 

FIRE STATION NORTH 

CAR PARK NEAR FIRE STATION USED BY ATC 

H3 MEET GREET CAR PARK  

PINFOLD LANE CUSTOMER TRANSPORT FACILITY 

RUNWAY VIEWING PARK  

ROADWAY UPTO FIRE STATION SOUTH 

 

 

Load 3 

AREA NEXT TO HOTELS MEET GREET ENTRANCE EXIT ONLY 

HASTY     LANE         MEET GREET STORAGE 

ROAD TO LITTLE FLYERS AND CAR PARK 

JETPARK RINGWAY (Shadow Moss Road)   

 

 

 

Load 4 

WILMSLOW OLD ROAD TO STAFF SOUTH CAR PARK 

CAR PARK   STAFF SOUTH   
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Gritter 3 Priority Route Order SHPE2000 on Transit 
YH66XVG 

                  1600Lt (1696Kg) x 4 Loads each circa 65 mins ….50 min spread 15min return and reloading time 

Yellow / Italics Areas =    NOT gritted when Tractor Gritter is in use  

Load 1 

STAFF EAST   ALL AREA 

JETPARK 3 

JETPARK 3 Reservoir Area “W” if open 

 

 

Load 2 

JETPARK 1 

JETPARK 2 INC ROADS FROM / TO ROUNDABOUT 

CAR RENTAL VILLAGE      

CAR RENTAL VILLAGE ROADWAY RO MEET GREET STORAGE 

CAR RENTAL TRANSPORTER AREA 

 

 

 

Load 3 

TAXI FEEDER PARK. 

T3 MEET AND GREET   COLLECTION AREA 

OUTWOOD LANE OUTBOUND FROM NEW ROUNDABOUT TO M56 

WORLDWAY T2 IN / OUT INC FLAG ISLAND ROUNABOUT  

T2 PALMA AVE EAST TO WEST (FLAG ISLAND TO MANTP) 

T2 PALMA AVE WEST TO EAST (MANTP TO FLAG ISLAND) 

T2 PALMA AVE BUS STOPS (CLOSE TO KERB)  

T2 DROP OFF OVERHEIGHT  

T2 DROP OFF COACH AREA  
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Gritter 4 Priority Route Load Order SHPE1000 on 
Isuzu 4 x 4 BF67VXE 

                  765Lt (810Kg) x 4 Loads each circa 40 mins ….25 min spread 15min return and reloading time 

  

Load 1 

MSCP1   LONG RAMP UP AND DOWN FROM LEVEL 5 

MSCP1 ENTER AT GROUND FLOOR TO LEVEL 4 EXTERNAL AREA 

MSCP1 LEVEL 12 13 ROOF DECK   

MSCP1 EXIT RAMP FROM LEVEL 7 

MSCP2 ENTER AT GROUND FLOOR    LEVEL C EXTERNAL AREA 

MSCP2  LEVEL D EAST PUBLIC  AREA 

 

Load 2 

MSCP3 LEVEL 5  

T3 SURFACE     

MID STAY   and Staff AREA   GROUND LEVEL ONLY 

T3 MEET AND GREET DROP OFF 

MSCP1 RAMP SHORT RAMP  

  

 

Load 3 

T2 DROP OFF ENTRY / EXIT ARAES 

ATLANTA AVE T2 DEPARTURES           

MSCP2 LEVEL D MEET GREET AREA 

  

 

Load 4 

T1 MEET AND GREET 

T3 MEET AND GREET 

PATHWAY BETWEEN OLY HOUSE & GMP (SLOWLY)  

A1 MSCP TOP DECK 

MSCP1 ENTER AT GROUND FLOOR TO LEVEL 2 EXTERNAL AREA 
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During periods of Heavy/ Prolonged Snow  

Tractor Unit utilised to relocate snow and treat main roadways.  
Spread rate 20gram per SQ Metre 20 Kilo per mile    

Load 1 

HGR 3 To LITTLE WEST GATE 

AVRO WAY  

SYDNEY AVE (from Thorley lane, Palma ave roundabout and West of T2 MSCP WEST) 

MELBOURNE AVE   SOUTH OF T2 MSCP WEST 

PALMA AVE         TERMINAL 2 West to East Roundabout to Flag Island 

WORLDWAY including   M56 Upper and "Flag Island " Roundabout  

CHICAGO AVE  

CHICAGO / MALAGA Roundabout  

RIO AVE ENTRANCE ROAD TO AREA 2 CAR PARK 

MALAGA AVE  

TERMINAL 1 ARRIVALS ROUNDABOUT 

TORONTO AVE and T2 SERVICE YARD 

HELSINKI AVE (NORTH GATE) 

TERMINAL ROAD NORTH (NORTH OF STATION TO OUTWOOD LANE) 

OUTWOOD LANE AND X 2 ROUNDABOUTS 

TERMINAL ROAD SOUTH (TEAR DROP) 

HOTEL ROAD including Roundabout 

HOTEL ROAD EAST 

HOTEL ROAD WEST 

OUTWOOD LANE EAST      ROUNDABOUT TO T3  

CAR RENTAL MAIN ROADWAY AND TURNING CIRCLE 

DOMESTIC APPROACH ROAD (TERMINAL 3) FORECOURT              

INTER`L APPROACH NORTH OF OLYMPIC HOUSE FORECOURT 

TERMINAL  1   ARRIVALS   ROADWAY 

BUS STATION   BUS AREA  

STATION FORECOURT 

PALMA AVE TERMINAL 2 East to West from Flag Island 

ATLANTA AVE T2 DEPARTURES           
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APPENDIX B 

Essential Pathways / Forecourts / Pedestrain Areas 

White Salt 

 Manual Gritter 1  Based in T1 Arrivals 

T1 Arrivals Hotel / Car Rental Bus Stops 

T1 Arrivals Forecourt 

T1 Arrivals Car Parks Bus Stops 

Walkway under Skylink 

The Station (GTI) Forecourt and Pathway via Pelican crossing  

Rio Ave Route To/ From Staff Area 2 Car Park 

Chicago Ave Cycle and footpath  in front of Voyager 

World Way Cycle and footpath 

 

 Manual Gritter 2 Based in T2  East  Service Yard 

Palma Ave (Bus Stops) T2 Arrivals Roadway to Chicago Ave  

Between Radisson and Station Route to North Road  

Helsinki to / from Security North Rd Gate 

Toronto Ave   to T2 Service Yard 

T2 Departures     

 

 Manual Gritter 3 Based in T2 East 

Paved Area East adj Service yard 

Paved Areas Bus Stops  adj MSCP 

Route To /From Long Stay 2 /Staff West 

  

 Manual Gritter Based 4 in T3 Service Yard 

T3 Taxi/ Bus footpaths    

T3 Forecourt 

Olympic House South pathway around GMP to Zebra Crossing        

Pathway from Zebra Crossing to Olympic House 

Olympic House Forecourt 

From Zebra Near GMP pathway around MSCP3 surface car park 

Continue on Footpath MSCP3 surface car park Outwood Lane East both sides 
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APPENDIX C 

T1 Arrivals Road under link near zebra crossing 

T1 Arrivals Road near cycle shed 

T1 Up Ramp near Sub Station / Cycle Park  

T1 Top Malage ave Junc Torronto 

T1 Terminal Road North near crossing   

T1 Meet and Greet Reception 

T1 Meet and Greet Wash 

 

T2 Arrivals Road East (Entrance) 

T2 Arrivals Road West (nr Car Rental Bus Stop) 

T2 Service Yard rear of compactors 

 

T3 Service Yard 

T3 East near Service Yard Entrance 

T3 Meet and Greet Reception 

T3 Forecourt on Drop Off Bend  

T3 Forecourt on Drop Off Nr HVBarrier  

T3 Forecourt Exit Oly house / GMP 

T3 Exit Zebra Crossing nr GMP 

  

T3 Outwood Lane West  

Hotel Road Island near Airhouse 

T3 Pick Up Zone     East  

T3 Pick Up Zone     West  

 

Police Station car park 

 

Olympic House (North Side) Nr Tower Rd 

 

The Station Forecourt 

Bus Station Stand A 

Bus Station GTI service yard gate 

 

Car Parks 

Long Stay 1 Disabled Parking Area 

Long Stay 1 Entrance 

Long Stay 1/ Mid Stay Entrance  

Long Stay 1   Mid Stay Decking Public   

Long Stay 1   Mid Stay Decking Staff    

  

MSCP 1 Level 13  
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MSCP 1 Level 13 Down ramp west 

MSCP 1 Level 13 Down ramp east 

MSCP 1 Level 12 

MSCP1 Top of Short Ramp 

 

MSCP 2 Level D   

MSCP2 Level D Centre Lift lobby 

MSCP2 Level D East 

 

MSCP 3 Level 5   North Side  

MSCP3 Level 5    South Side 

 

Jet Park 1 Reception 

  

Jet Park 2 Reception 

 

Jet Park 3 Bend   West of S Zone 

Jet Park 3 Ramp to W Zone  

Jet Park 3 W Zone South West  

Jet Park 3 W Zone South East  

Jet Park 3 W Zone North East 

Jet Park 3 W Zone North West  

 

Jetpark Plus / Staff East Reception 

Jetpark Plus / Staff East Near Exit Barriers 

 

Car Rental Village Reception Island 

Car Rental Village Reception West  

 

Taxi Feeder  

 

Security West Gate 

Security Little West Gate 

Security North Gate 

  

Hgr4 MT vehicle wash area 

Bus Facility Pinfold Lane vehicle wash  
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APPENDIX D 

 

Decision making matrix 

 

  Predicted Road Conditions 

Road Surface 

Temperature 

(RST) 

Precipitation Wet Damp Dry 

May fall below 

1oC 

No rain 

No hoar frost 

No fog 

Pre-treat prior 

to RSTs < 1oC   

Pre-treat prior to 

RSTs < 1oC 

No action 

needed – 

continue to 

monitor (see 

Note A) 

Expected to fall 

below 1 oC 

No rain 

No hoar frost 

No fog 

Hoar frost 

forecast 

Fog forecast 

Pre-treat prior to RSTs < 1oC (see 

Note B) 

Rain forecast 

prior to RSTs > 

1oC  

Treat after rain stops but prior to RSTs < 1oC (see Note 

C) 

Rain forecast 

whilst RSTs > 1oC 

Treat prior to rain, as required during rain and 

immediately after rain stops (see Note D) 

Rain possible  

Hoar frost 

possible Fog 

possible 

Pre-treat prior to RSTs < 1oC 
Monitor weather 

conditions 

May fall below 

1oC 

Snow forecast Pre-treat prior to snowfall and post snowfall if required  

Expected to fall 

below 1 oC 

Snow forecast Pre-treat prior to snowfall and post snowfall if required 
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A. Particular attention should be given to the possibility of water running across carriageways 

and other running surfaces, particularly after periods of heavy, sustained rainfall.  Such 

locations should be closely monitored and may require ‘spot’ treating in the evening, 

morning and possibly on other occasions should conditions dictate.  

 

B. When a weather warning contains reference to expected hoarfrost, considerable deposits of 

frost are likely to occur. Hoarfrost usually occurs in the early morning and is difficult to cater 

for because of the probability that any salt deposited on a dry road too soon before its onset 

may be dispersed before it can become effective. Close monitoring is required under this 

forecast condition and ideally the route should be treated just as the hoarfrost is forming. 

Such action is usually not practicable, and salt may have to be deposited on a dry road prior 

to and as close as possible to the expected time of the condition. Hoarfrost may be forecast 

at other times in which case the timing of salting operations should be adjusted accordingly. 

 

C. If, under these conditions, rain has not ceased by early morning, crews should be called out 

and action initiated as rain ceases. 

 

D. Under these circumstances, rain will freeze on contact with running surfaces and full pre-

treatment should be provided, even on dry roads. This is a most serious situation and 

weather conditions should be monitored closely and continuously throughout the period 

when such conditions are forecast to occur. 
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APPENDIX E 

Weather Conditions  

Road Surface Conditions 

Road Surface Temperatures  

  

 Air Temperature Recommended Spread 

Rate (g/m2) 

Frost or forecast frost 

RST at or above –2oC 

 10 

Frost or forecast frost 

RST below –2oC but above –5oC 

 20 

Frost or forecast frost 

RST below –5oC but above –10oC and dry 

or damp road conditions 

 20 

Frost or forecast frost 

RST below –5oC but above –10oC and wet 

road conditions (existing or anticipated) 

 2 x 20 

Light Snow Forecast (<10mm)  20 

Medium / Heavy Snow Forecast  2 x 20 

Ice formed (minor accumulations) Above – 5oC 20 

Ice formed At or below –5oC 2 x 20 

Snow covering > 30mm  20 – 40 (successive) 

Hard Packed Snow / Ice Above – 8oC 20 – 40 (successive) 

Hard Packed Snow / Ice At or below –8oC  
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APPENDIX F 

WORLD FREIGHT CENTRE GRITTING PLAN 
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WESTERN MAINTENANCE AREA GRITTING PLAN 
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AIRFIELD WINTER OPERATIONS PLAN 

 
 

 

 

Airfield Plan Owner: Chris Wild – Head of Airfield Operations 
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1. GENERAL  

Manchester Airport is responsible for maintaining an effective Winter Operations Plan and 

communicating it to all operators and service partners. MA Airfield Operations will control and 

manage snow and ice clearing activities when in operation.  

 

2. PROCEDURE AND OBJECTIVES  

  

Our primary procedures and objectives during periods of snowfall or frost conditions are detailed 

below. In accordance with the National Snow Plan the clearance of snow and ice will be undertaken 

as follows (in order of strategic priority): -  

  

a) One Main Runway  (23R/05L)  

b) Aircraft Parking Stands  

c) Primary Taxiway Routings  

d) Emergency Access 

e) Secondary Taxiway Routings  

f) Secondary Runway (23L/05R)  

g) Remote De-Icing Pads 

h) Ancillary Areas  

  

2.1.  Runway Surfaces  

  

At Manchester Airport a runway will only be returned to operational service once the removal of 

snow and ice contamination has taken place and the surface has been treated with ant icing 

materials. Any remaining minor deposits of snow or slush in isolated places will be notified to aircraft 

operators by SNOWTAM and/or ATIS.  

  

Assessments using Continuous Friction Monitoring Equipment (CFME) can provide inaccurate 

readings when undertaken on contaminated runways and when the air temperature is below +2 

degrees centigrade. Additionally, there is no recognised correlation between CFME readings and the 

effects on aircraft braking. Therefore, UK regulation prohibits airport operators from providing CFME 

readings to pilots. ATC will be permitted to broadcast braking action reports provided by the pilots of 

previous aircraft movements. Such broadcasts will include the time of the observation and the 

aircraft type concerned. However, such information should be treated with caution.  
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In accordance with latest Civil Aviation Authority guidance, any contamination of surfaces with snow 

or slush will only be reported according to the percentage coverage, the depth and type of 

contaminant present on the runway(s). Measurements will be taken over each third of the runway, 

between 5-10 metres either side of the centreline (and away from any effects of wheel rutting). 

Conditions will be reported for each third of the runway length (i.e. Touch Down Zone, Mid-Point 

and Stop End). Contamination will be described as Ice, Dry Snow, Compacted Snow, Wet Snow, Slush 

or Standing Water. Measurement and the reporting of surface conditions will be carried out 

frequently during changing conditions to ensure pilots are in receipt of an accurate runway surface 

state report.  This may require increased gaps in the traffic sequence in order to facilitate access to 

the runway by Airfield Operations personnel.  

 

The height and location of any snow banks will be reported as soon as these are likely to affect safe 

manoeuvring by the most critical aircraft operating at Manchester, i.e. the Airbus 380. The 

regulatory requirements for snow banks are shown in Appendix A. 

 

2.2.  Definition of Runway Contaminants  

  

Contaminants are categorised and defined for the purposes of aviation in the CAP 1168 Guidance 

Material. These allow subjective assessment to be made by personnel assessing the density of the 

contaminant, which is the most significant factor in determining the impact of the deposit on aircraft 

operations.  

  

Ice: water in its solid state, it takes many forms including sheet ice, hoar frost and rime (assumed 

specific gravity 0.92);  

  

Dry Snow: a condition where snow can be blown loose, or if compacted by hand, will fall apart again 

upon release (assumed specific gravity less than 0.35);  

  

Compacted Snow: snow which has been compressed into a solid mass that resists further 

compression and will hold together or break up into chunks if picked up. (assumed specific gravity 

0.35 to 0.50);  
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Wet Snow: a composition which, if compacted by hand, will stick together and tend to, or does form 

a snowball (assumed specific gravity greater than 0.5);  

  

Slush: a water saturated snow which, with a heel and toe slap down action with the foot against the 

ground, will be displaced with a splatter (assumed specific gravity 0.50 to 0.80);  

  

Associated Standing Water: standing water produced as a result of melting contaminant in which 

there are no visible traces of slush or ice crystals (assumed specific gravity 1.0). 

 

2.3.  Runway Clearance Priorities  

  

During light snowfall or following a short duration of snowfall, MA will endeavour to clear both 

runways and all associated taxiways of snow deposits. In heavy or persistent snowfall conditions, 

priority will be diverted to maintaining Runway 05L/23R and the taxiway links equipped for low 

visibility operations (Category 2/3). In such circumstances, Runway 05R/23L will remain out of 

service and untreated until such time as resources allow it to be cleared, or a natural thaw occurs.   

  

2.4.  Runway Safety  

  

In order to preserve runway safety and in particular the integrity of Runway Taxiway Holding Points 

(RTHP’S), emphasis will be placed on clearing snow contamination from illuminated red stopbars and 

marked Runway Access Points (RAP’s). The primary objective will be to ensure RTHP’s and RAP’s 

remain visible to pilots and vehicle drivers at all times, thus reducing the risk of runway incursions.  

 

2.5.  Reporting of Contaminated Runway Surface States  

  

Contaminated runway surface states will be reported to Air Traffic Control in the following RTF 

format. The transmission will be made on the relevant VHF frequency. Runway surface states will 

never be passed to ATC by telephone. 

ATC are responsible for ensuring accurate runway surface states are passed to flight crews via 

Essential Aerodrome Information (RTF). This is particularly important when conditions are rapidly 

changing and the latest ATIS broadcast or SNOWTAM become quickly outdated.   
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The ADM (Ops 3) is responsible for ensuring SNOWTAMS are updated or cancelled as and when 

necessary. When conditions become more stable, runway surface state information may be 

reported via ATIS & SNOWTAM.   

  

2.6.  Aprons and Airside Roads  

  

A separate team of sweeping equipment to that used for clearing runways and taxiways, will be used 

to treat airside roads and apron stands. Where practicable, aircraft parking stands will be cleared of 

snow after departure. A member of the Airfield Operations team will be appointed to specifically 

manage the clearance and treatment of apron parking stands in accordance with stand allocation 

plans and airfield capacity needs.  

  

All stands will be checked for suitability for use in advance of aircraft arrival and additional 

treatment may take place before the aircraft is parked. Where steps are to be used, a clear area 

must be provided to allow safe disembarkation of passengers along marked walkways or to waiting 

bus transport. A supply of de-icing granules, and/or silica sand, will be provided at the head of each 

stand therefore enabling Handling Agents and Service Partners to treat isolated patches of ice and 

create safe passenger routes. As far as reasonably practicable, stands will be cleared to full width for 

the maximum size aircraft, therefore minimising hazards during aircraft turnaround.  

 

Airfield Operations will be ultimately responsible for determining whether a stand is “serviceable” 

and available for use by aircraft.  A serviceable stand is one which has been “cleared of snow and ice 

contamination, and has been appropriately treated with ant-icing chemicals to prevent further ice 

formation. The cleared area should account for the footprint of the maximum size aircraft and the 

areas used by Ground Service Equipment during the turnaround process. Safe access around the 

aircraft, and its wingtips will be maintained as far as possible. Isolated patches of snow and ice may 

be present and where possible these areas will be treated using the granular de-icing products 

available on each stand.”    

 

 

 

It must however be noted that it is not possible to fully clear a stand which is already occupied by a 

parked aircraft and therefore personnel must be extra cautious when preparing such aircraft for 

departure. The policy outlined in red text above is therefore applicable to arriving aircraft only.  
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Rock salt cannot be used to treat airside roads due to its highly corrosive nature. Tractor mounted 

brushes and ploughs will be used on airside roads, supplemented by the use of liquid and solid anti-

icing chemicals. The chemicals permitted for use on the airfield are known to be less effective at 

thawing ice deposits; therefore, it is essential that airside drivers take extra caution when using the 

airside road system and during aircraft turnaround.  

  

A number of apron stands have been designated as “snow dump” areas, therefore ensuring 

adequate space can be created to store snow cleared from apron stands and taxiways. As far as 

possible, snow will be brushed from the head of stand, towards the rear of stand and then ploughed 

forward to a designated ‘snow dump’. The purpose of this strategy is to minimise the impact of snow 

banks on the movement of airbridges, maintain access to FEGP units and equipment parking areas. 

The locations of designated snow dump areas are detailed in Appendix C.  

  

Stand 200 will be utilised as a designated forward holding and mobilisation point for the snow fleet 

from 01st November – 31st March. At all other times, this stand will remain in use as an equipment 

parking area. The ADM & ESTM will coordinate the use of this stand and manage access and egress 

for the snow fleet users. 

 

2.7.  Taxiways  

  

Taxiways will be cleared in accordance with the plan detailed in Appendix B. MA will endeavour to 

clear taxiways to full pavement width, although it is possible that some operational taxiways will 

remain contaminated with snow as the clearing operation continues. Where contamination is such 

that Aeronautical Ground Lighting is not visible to pilots, or the surfaces are contaminated with ice, 

the taxiway will remain closed until such time they have been cleared and treated.   

  

Priority will also be diverted to ensuring pavement areas between the taxiway and apron stands are 

clear of snow and ice in order to improve traction for tugs conducting pushback and towing 

manoeuvres. 
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3. Key Post Holder Responsibilities  

  

The Head of Airfield Operations, is responsible for the planning, organisation and annual review of 

the Winter Operations Plan, and is responsible for the aerodrome response under the Winter 

Operations Plan and for ensuring that key post holders and Airfield Operations staff are fully 

conversant with their roles, operational procedures and regulatory requirements.  

  

The Engineering Shift Team Manager is responsible for:   

  

 Provision of equipment and resources for anti-icing and snow clearing on the airfield.  

 Mobilisation of snow fleet to its designated forward holding area on Stand 200. (Seasonal 

holding for November to March only).  

 Ensuring the readiness of the Engineering Team by 1st November each winter.  

 Ensuring that arrangements are made for suitable supplies of anti-icing/de-icing materials 

throughout the winter period.  

 Ensuring that snow clearing and anti-icing equipment is checked and serviceable for use by 

1st November each winter.  

 Ensuring that sufficient stocks of anti-icing and de-icing materials are maintained throughout 

the winter season 

 The training of all MA staff using the specialist snow and ice clearing equipment.  

 Out of hours re-ordering of anti-ice media stock.  

  

The Airfield Duty Manager (OPS3) will be based in the Snow Cell and is responsible for:  

  

 Monitoring meteorological conditions, forecasts and warnings and disseminating them as 

necessary. Continual assessment of surface temperatures to determine treatment priorities. 

 Identify any requirement to increase anti ice media stock on site to an enhanced quantity as 

per MA De-icing strategy document.  

 Determine the need for activating staff call-out procedures according to the threat of snow 

and ice and activating the Snow Cell.  

 Advising the ESTM of the use of anti-icing chemicals on the airfield and the locations to be 

treated (records to be maintained by the ESTM).  

 Directing the snow or ice clearance operation and overseeing allocation of equipment and 

personnel.  

 Coordinating stand availability and the operational status of aircraft parking stands between 

Snowman Aprons and Airfield Control.   

 Communicating tactical activity and decisions within the Snow Cell.  
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 Determining resource needs in conjunction with the Snow ETM and coordinating allocation 

of resources.  

 Providing regular airfield status reports to Snowman Terminals, and/or IMC (if active).  

 Maintaining detailed logs of clearance and treatment activities, taxiway closures and ATC 

flow restrictions.  

 Ensuring that information relating to the operational status of the airfield is promulgated to 

airline customers and service partners via the Community App, in conjunction with the IMC 

or Snowman Terminals. Such messages should include details of snow closures and ATC flow 

restrictions. The IMC will perform this function when active.  

 Promulgating any change in operational status of the airfield via SNOWTAM and NOTAM.  

 General welfare of staff engaged on standard shift duties.  

 Ensuring that Airfield Operations staff have been deployed in accordance with operational 

needs.  

 Triggering the Excess Traffic Plan as required.   

  

Snowman Airfield (OPS6) is responsible for:  

 Initiating airside snow clearance or ice treatment operations.  

 Conducting assessments of runway surface state in accordance with CAA requirements and 

ensuring accurate reports of contaminated runway surface state are promulgated to pilots.  

 Providing pilots with ‘estimated braking action reports’ in accordance with CAA Information 

Notice IN-2013/181 - Runway Contamination Assessment.   

 Ensuring surface inspections of the Manoeuvring Area are conducted and conditions 

monitored to ensure that ongoing aircraft operations are conducted safely.  

 Promulgating any change in operational status of the airfield to the Airfield Duty Manager.  

  

The Airfield Liaison Manager (ALM) is responsible for:  

  

 Ensuring the Airfield Operations Controllers are conversant with their responsibilities under 

the Winter Operations Plan, to include Departure Sequencing Protocol.  

 Reviewing stand allocation plans during periods of prolonged snowfall and operational 

disruption.  
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Snowman Terminals is responsible for:  

  

 Initiating and managing the Landside snow clearance or ice treatment operations.  

 Liaising with Car Parks Operations to determine priorities for gritting operations.  

 Ensuring that ongoing Terminal forecourt and Car Park operations are conducted safely.  

 Communicating information regarding the airport’s operational status and predicted 

disruption to the Airlines, Service Partners and MA Press Office. Activation of Call Informer 

messages in conjunction with the ADM.  

 Activating the IMC if required, or requested by the ADM.  

 Triggering the internal communications process during severe snowfall situations, therefore 

ensuring the entire MA workforce is conversant with proceedings.  

 Triggering the Passenger Welfare Plan as required.  

  

The Engineering Shift Team Manager is responsible for:  

  

 Taking appropriate actions to contain drainage systems and thereby prevent contamination 

of watercourses.  

 Providing assistance to the Snow Cell in supplying resources to support contingencies in the 

event of unexpected failures of essential infrastructure.  

 Out of hours re-ordering of anti-ice media stock.  

  

The Snow ESTM is responsible for:  

 Calling in additional staff resources to supplement the snow clearing operation (EMT Admin 

Assistant between 07:00-16:00 Mon-Fri).  

 Allocating staff resources to available equipment.  

 Allocating call signs to staff operating snow clearing equipment  

 Provision of and filling of “yellow bins” on aircraft stands with appropriate solid de-icing 

material.  

 Coordinating the snow clearing or anti-icing teams in operation as requested by the ADM. • 

Keeping logs of areas treated and quantities of materials used.  

 Conducting and recording routine surface inspections of airside roads, equipment areas and 

green passenger walkway areas.  

 Ensuring that any equipment faults are reported to MT (Snow Fitter) and maintaining a log 

of equipment plant that is in/out of service.  

 Taking regular measurements of anti-icing and de-icing materials and reporting stock levels 

to the ADM.  

 General welfare of staff driving snow and ice clearing vehicles.  
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Snowman Aprons is responsible for:  

 Conducting and recording regular checks of the operational status of aircraft parking stands.  

 Informing the Snow Cell & Airfield Control of stand availability and the operational status of 

parking stands.   

 Agreeing priorities for treatment of parking stands with Airfield Control.  

 Aid ATC in moving inbound taxying aircraft to forward holding points off-stand to ease 

taxiway congestion.  

 Inspecting stands prior to use, ensuring sufficient clearance has taken place to facilitate 

turnaround of the maximum size aircraft intended to use that stand.  

  

The Airfield Operations Controllers are responsible for:  

 Liaising with Snowman Aprons to determine stand clearance and treatment priorities, 

providing advance notification of aircraft movement schedules.  

 Updating the stand allocation plan to reflect the availability of aircraft parking facilities.   

 Issuing Community App updates, at the request of Snowman Terminals or the ADM.  

 Ensuring Stand 200 is made available as a parking area for the snow fleet, at the request of 

the ADM.  

 Ensuring that agreed stands are closed to facilitate the implementation of snow dumps.  

 

 

The Aircraft de-icing providers are responsible for:  

  

 At the onset of WTS 12, report to the Airfield Duty Manager (ADM), who will assess the 

current threat of snow under WTS 12, and will advise if the snowcell should be populated.   

 Maintain attendance until such time as the specific winter threat has passed.  

 Liaise with Snow cell management and provide regular operational performance updates.  

 Communicate any operational difficulties to the ADM immediately. Where necessary, advise 

the ADM of an emerging need for implementation of WTS 3 out of sequence.  

 Maintain communications with your respective base of operations.  

 Should the Departure Sequencing Protocol (DSP) be activated, provide information to 

determine estimated outbound flow limitations.  

 Respond to published sequencing as per the DSP, and manage resource accordingly.  

 Communicate any change to status or operational capability to the ADM and/or Snow cell.   
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The Head of Motor Transport is responsible for:  

  

 Ensuring that snow clearing and anti-icing equipment is properly maintained and has an 

adequate fuel supply.  

 Ensuring that all winter operations equipment has been subject to a full service prior to the 

start of the winter season.  

 Conducting of serviceability checks for all snow clearing and anti-icing equipment after each 

use.  

 Provision of trained staff for attending to running repairs to snow clearing and anti-icing 

equipment when in operation.  

  

The ATC Watch Manager is responsible for:  

  

 Switching on airfield ground lighting when snowfall commences  

 Coordinating with the Airfield Duty Manager to establish priorities for snow clearing and to 

determine the tactical operational capability and flow restrictions to aircraft movements.  

 Coordinating with the Scottish Control Centre concerning disruption to aircraft movements 

during snow clearing operations.  

 Promulgation of accurate airfield status information to aircrew using ATIS and Essential 

Aerodrome Information via RTF.  

 Providing meteorological reports through the OPMET system.  

 Ensuring SNOWTAMS prepared by Airfield Operations are suitably promulgated.  

  

 

The MAFRS Station Manager (Fire Chief) is responsible for:  

  

 Ensuring Fire Station forecourts remain clear of snow and ice contamination, requesting 

assistance via Snow Cell if necessary.  

 Ensuring access to Emergency RVP sites remain clear of snow and ice contamination, 

requesting assistance via the Snow Cell if necessary.  

 Requesting regular updates of the airfield status from the Airfield Duty Manager, with 

specific attention to emergency access routes and holding locations.  

 Calling in additional staff resources to supplement the snow clearing operation as directed 

via the ADM.  

 Ensuring the Fire Service provide personnel available for snow calls if required.  
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The Airfield Security Team Manager is responsible for:  

  

 Ensuring Snow & Ice Clearing Vehicles are given priority at North and West Gate Security 

Entrance Points. Priority will also be given to Airfield Operations & Motor Transport 

personnel.  

 Conducting regular inspections of North Gate, West Gate, South Side and Western 

Maintenance Area Security entrance points to ensure surfaces remain safe for vehicles and 

pedestrians, requesting assistance via the Snow Cell if necessary.  

 Providing extra Hand Working resource and call out process to be allocated to the Snow Cell. 

 

The Airside Bussing department is responsible for:  

 

 Ensuring sufficient resources are made available for any potential increase in remote aircraft 

parking upon activation of the Winter Operations Plan.  

 Ensuring that safe access to bussing lanes and transfer lounges is maintained for vehicles, 

personnel and passengers; requesting support from the Snow Cell if necessary.   

 

Aircraft Fuelling companies are responsible for:  

 Ensuring equipment, materials and resources are available to clear snow and ice 

contamination from the west site fuel farm compound.  

 

 Dispersing solid anti-icing granules in the airside fuelling vehicle parking area at Stand 65.  

 Ensuring a system to maintain staffing resources is in place during periods of major 

disruption.  
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Airlines and Handling Agents are responsible for:  

  

 Ensuring the Winter Operations ‘Airside Safety Bulletin’ issued by Manchester Airport at the 

beginning of each winter season is circulated amongst all ‘front-line’ airside workers and 

incorporated in daily shift briefings and tool-box talks.  

 Ensuring operational teams are continually briefed with details of weather warnings 

disseminated by Manchester Airport.  

 Verifying that aircraft parking stands are suitable for use immediately prior to an aircraft 

arriving on stand.  

 Reporting observed snow or ice contamination on aircraft parking stands to Snow Cell (or 

IMC if active).  

 Advising Terminal Control (x3776 / x3678) in advance of carrying out any aircraft de-icing 

activity.  

 Ensuring that passengers are not exposed to undue hazards whilst being escorted across the 

apron for boarding or disembarking, including safety of passenger steps, requesting support 

from MA if necessary.  

 Advising passengers of inclement conditions and the presence of snow deposits where snow 

is falling or has recently fallen.  

 Making use of de-icing materials stored in yellow bins to support the snow and ice clearance 

effort.   

 Ensuring that ground service equipment is parked in marked equipment areas.  

Prepositioned equipment on vacant and occupied stands can impede snow-clearing 

operations.  

 Supporting snow clearance activities by providing resources to push back aircraft, thus 

providing access to parking stands by snow clearing machinery.  

 Where possible, assist in the clearance of snow on passenger walkways and access / egress 

routes.  

 Inputting accurate and continually updated TOBT times into Chroma. 
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All Airside Staff are responsible for:  

  

 Taking extra precautions when snow and ice conditions are present.  

 Adhering to the guidance and procedures contained in the Winter Operations Plan and 

Airside Safety Bulletin issued at the beginning of each winter season, and periodically 

throughout the season.  

 Reporting any areas that are potentially unsafe to Snow Cell (x8371) or via their operations 

office.  

 Driving with extreme caution at speeds that take into account the surface conditions and the 

proximity of aircraft and personnel.  

 Minimising vehicle movements over fresh snow as far as practicable. This prevents 

compaction of snow and thereby helps to make treatment and removal easier to achieve.  

 Making use of de-icing materials stored in yellow bins to support the snow and ice clearance 

effort.   

 Where possible, assist in the clearance of snow on passenger walkways and access / egress 

routes.  

 Ensuring that ground service equipment is parked in marked equipment areas.  

Prepositioned equipment on vacant and occupied stands can impede snow-clearing 

operations.  
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4. RESPONSE INITIATION & NOTIFICATION  

  

4.1. Weather Forecasts and Warnings  

  

Manchester Airport uses the following meteorological services to assess the threat to airport 

operations during the winter period.  

  

 A bespoke Weather Forecasting Service procured from StormGeo which provides an airfield 

specific prediction of frost, ice or snow through the provision of a rolling 24-hour forecast, 

and a 2-5-day outlook. 

 Aviation Weather Warnings issued by the Met Office 

 Access to the Aviation Forecaster at the StormGeo 

 Actual runway surface temperature data acquired from sensor devices  

  

4.2. Dissemination of Airport Weather Warnings  

  

Upon receipt of Weather Warnings for frost, ice or snow, the ADM will disseminate the warning to 

the Airport Community via the Community App. 

  

4.3. Local Readiness Procedures  

  

During the winter months the ADM will continually monitor the weather forecast to determine the 

potential threat to airport operations.  

  

During each shift, the ADM will also conduct a winter readiness check to confirm the status of the 

snow fleet and the available stock of anti-icing media.  The ADM will include a summary of each 

winter readiness check in their daily shift report, thus appraising senior management of the airport 

readiness state.  
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4.4. Strong Wind and Gale Plan  

 

During the Winter months, there is an increased likelihood that the Aerodrome will be subject to 

Wind related disruption. Any notification of strong winds via the Met Office will be promulgated by 

the ADM via the Community App. Where necessary, conference calls may be initiated.    

Manchester Airport will carry out actions detailed within the Aerodrome Manual under an Airside 

Standing Instruction (ASI17).   

 

This ASI also outlines Non-standard parking provisions.  

See appendix H: Airside Standing Instruction 17 (ASI17)   

  

4.5. Early Warnings of Snow  

    

If a risk of snow with accumulations is indicated by the forecast within a three-day period (WTS 72) 

the ADM will brief the Airfield Operations Manager, Terminal Duty Manager, Engineering Shift Team 

Manager & Airfield Control. The Airfield Operations Manager will brief the Head of Airfield 

Operations.  

  

The ADM will promulgate the winter threat warning as per the winter threat status matrix” 

 

The ADM will check the status of the snow fleet and consider the need to activate personnel for 

Stand-by. 
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4.6.  Winter Threat Status Matrix  

The ADM will initiate the airport response to adverse weather as dictated by the weather forecast, 

specific warnings or actual conditions. In response to the warnings received, the ‘Winter Threat 

Matrix’ process is as follows: - 
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**There may be occasions whereby winter conditions may not be affecting Aerodrome 

infrastructure and / or services but the ability to clear aircraft of contamination is compromised, 

resulting in delays and disruption. This may occur where the snow cell triggers have not been met 

and the snow cell may not be operational.    

Aircraft de-icing providers are required to liaise directly with the Airfield Duty Manager and raise any 

concerns over capability against forecast predictions.    

In such circumstances, WTS 3 can be initiated outside of the prescribed sequence.   

Initiation will be made via the Airfield Duty Manager and communicated via the Community App. At 

this point, the Departure Sequencing Protocol will be activated (see section 11).  

  

4.7.  Airport Ice Warning System (Ice Only Threat)  

    

In the event the weather predicts a threat of surface ice, or ongoing prevailing conditions indicate 

hazardous surface conditions, an “Ice Warning” message will be promulgated to airport users via the 

Airport Community App as per the winter threat status matrix .  

  

4.8.  Notification Cascade  

  

If a significant threat of Snow is indicated by the forecast (i.e. WTS 24) the ADM will notify by 

telephone: -  

- Airfield Operations Delivery Manager  

- ATC Watch Manager  

- Engineering Shift Team Manager  

- Aircraft de-icing providers  

- Terminal Duty Manager  

- Airfield Security Team Manager  

- MAFRS Station Manager  

- Airfield Liaison Manager or Airfield Operations Controller  

- Customer Transport Manager  

- Car Park Operations Manager or Car Park Team Manager 
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Should snow accumulate without warning the ADM will notify: -  

- Airfield Operations Manager  

- Terminal Duty Manager  

- Engineering Shift Team Manager 

- Car Park Team Manager  

  

- The Airfield Operations Manager will brief the Head of Airfield Operations. 

- The Head of Airfield Operations will brief the Operations Director.  

- The Operations Director will brief the Chief Operating Officer.  

- The Terminal Duty Manager will brief the Customer Services & Security Director.  

- The Car Park Team Manager will brief the Head of Car Park Operations. 

- The Head of Car Park Operations will brief the Landside Operations Director. 

- The Chief Operating Officer will brief the MAG Executive Committee (EXCO) and Chief 

Executive Officer.  

  

4.9.  Operational Briefing  

  

When snowfall is expected and circumstances allow, the ADM will chair a 'pre-meeting' alongside 

the Snowman Airfield to brief clearance teams on any variation to Clearance Priorities, the location 

of Snow Dumps (if different to those detailed in the Winter Operations Plan) and methods of 

communication. The ADM will also provide an overview of the weather forecast, and procedures for 

the mobilisation and forward holding of the snow fleet. The ADM is responsible for ensuring the 

appropriate communications channels are established and monitored in readiness for snowfall.  

  

Whenever possible, a hard copy ‘SNOW BRIEF’ will be prepared in advance of snowfall. A copy of the 

brief will be issued to all staff engaged in snow clearing operations.   

  

Snowman Aprons will hold a telephone briefing with Airfield Control to discuss the stand allocation 

plan for the forthcoming period and determine the priorities for inspecting, clearing and treating 

stands. The Snow ESTM will allocate personnel to snow clearing teams and equipment.  

  

All personnel standing by for snow-clearing duties will remain in situ at the External Engineering Unit 

(Building 30) in anticipation of a request from the ADM to initiate snow clearance operations. 

Personnel will not be permitted to leave this location unless they have the express permission of the 

ADM.  
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4.10.  Radio & Telephone Communications  

  

The ADM will ensure all Snow Clearance staff are transmitting on the appropriate radio frequencies 

as follows: -   

 

- Runway Clearance Teams (UHF Channel 4 ERC)  

- Stand Clearance Teams (UHF Channel 4 ERC)  

- Snowman Aprons (UHF Channel 4 ERC & Airfield Operations Trunk Radio)  

  

The ADM will hold their usual mobile telephones (Mob. 07958 876172 and the dedicated line to 

ATC) and will be responsible for manning the Snow Cell Landline (x8371). Telephone extension 

number x3331 will be manned by Airfield Control. The ADM will monitor UHF CH4 ERC and the 

Airfield Operations Trunk Radio System.  

 

Snowman Airfield will hold Mobile Telephone Number 07958 877965.  

  

Snowman Aprons will hold Mobile Telephone Number 07958 877847. Snowman Aprons will monitor 

UHF CH4 ERC and the Airfield Operations Trunk Radio Frequency as required.  

  

The Snow ESTM will hold Mobile Telephone Number 07958 876164.  

  

4.11.  Downgrading of Winter Threat Status Level  

  

In order to ensure airports users and MA Senior Managers are conversant with the latest threat 

status, the ADM must ensure messages are issued to confirm any downgrade in threat status. For 

example, if Winter Threat Status Level 1 is in force, snowfall has ceased and airport operations are 

relatively normal, a message should be issued via the Airport Community App confirming the most 

relevant threat status (Level 2 if further snow is forecast). The message should include a plain English 

statement of the latest position 
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5. ORGANISATION & STRUCTURE  

  

Overall responsibility for the management and coordination of snow clearing operations rests with 

the Snow Cell, under the command of the rostered Airfield Duty Manager. The Snow Cell will 

operate from the Airside Operations Centre, Stand 64 (please note this could change to the IDLEX 

Tower) and is responsible for managing and coordinating the personnel and equipment involved in 

the snow clearing activity.   

 

 5.1.  Snow Cell  

  

The purpose of the Snow Cell is to provide primary management and oversight of the snow clearing 

and Aircraft de-icing operation. Snow Cell will also coordinate the distribution and exchange of 

information on operational matters during periods when the airport is affected by snow.  

  

Snow Cell will allocate resources to snow clearing teams as required by the ADM and liaise directly 

with Aircraft de-icing providers within the Snow Cell. All communication from customers and service 

partners regarding snow-clearing operations should be routed via the Snow Cell, unless Winter 

Threat Status Level 2 is in force, during which all communications should be routed via the IMC. The 

contact number for the Snow Cell is +44 (0)161 489 8371 (or Airport Extension x8371).   

  

Snowman Terminals will be based in the Airport Control Centre (ACC).  

  

In addition, an officer with the callsign ‘SNOWMAN Aprons’ will be allocated to liaise directly with 

Airfield Control from the airfield, providing a link which enables coordination of the clearance of 

snow from aircraft parking stands according to operational needs. Snowman Aprons will also be 

responsible for updating the Snow Cell on the overall status of aircraft parking stands.  

  

In order of priority Snowman Airfield maybe one of the following:  

  

• Airfield Duty Manager called in for the purpose  

• Airfield Operations Delivery Manager  

• Airfield Operations Manager  
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In order of priority the Snow ESTM may be one of the following:  

  

• Engineering Shift Team Manager  

• Any member of Engineering Management Team  

  

In order of priority Snowman Aprons maybe one of the following:  

  

• Airfield Operations Safety and Compliance Officer called in for the purpose  

• Airfield Duty Manager called in for the purpose  

• Airfield Operations Delivery Manager 

  

In order of priority Snowman Terminals may be one of the following:  

  

• Terminal Duty Manager  

• Customer Services Duty Manager (T1, T2 or T3)  

• Customer Liaison Manager (T1, T2 or T3 
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6. SURFACE INSPECTION REGIME 

   

6.1. General Policy  

Once the Winter Operations Plan has been activated, or when freezing conditions are anticipated, a 

process of routine inspections of airport surface areas will take place. These inspections will take 

place at regular intervals and logs will be kept. Whilst it is not practicable to carry out a continuous 

monitoring of all areas, the programme of inspections is determined to be suitable for aiming to 

keep as many of the accessible surfaces as possible free from ice and snow.   

 

6.2. Division of Responsibilities  

In order to ensure accurate records of surface inspections are maintained, an Airfield Safety & 

Compliance Officer, or dedicated person(s) (“Snow Support Officer”) will be appointed to assist the 

Snowman Airfield in maintaining records of all operational decisions taken (i.e. runway closure and 

reinstatement, taxiway closure and reinstatement, details of areas cleared and treated, records of 

surface inspections, etc.). The Airfield Safety and Compliance Officer will be responsible for 

supporting Snowman Airfield and ensuring that inspections of all airside areas (excluding stands) are 

undertaken at intervals not less than two hours.  

 

Snowman Aprons will be responsible for maintaining similar records of Apron Stand areas, bussing 

lanes, airside roads and passenger walkways.  

 

The RFFS OiC will be responsible for conducting and recording inspections of Fire Station Forecourts, 

Emergency Access Routes and Holding Points and Rendezvous Points.  

Areas of concern that are identified during the inspection process will be relayed to the Snow Cell 

and/or Snowman Aprons for clearing/treatment action to take place. If necessary, areas will be 

closed to pedestrians or traffic until treatment has taken place. Inspection frequency may be altered 

at the discretion of the Snowman Airfield if conditions are rapidly changing.  
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7. AIRCRAFT DE-ICING COORDINATION  

  

7.1 General Policy  

  

Following reviews of operations at MAN and throughout industry demonstrates that a central point 

of management that provides strategic and coordinated guidance to aircraft de-icing providers, and 

airline operators, is essential to support the winter resilience plans and subsequent operation.  

  

7.2 Snow Cell Integration  

  

In addition to the existing snow cell structure (Section 7 Organisation and structure), Aircraft de-icing 

providers have been integrated into this model.   

  

This will provide face to face information, increased visibility of Aircraft de-icing operations and 

introduce an enhanced level of control and coordination between Snow cell strategic decision 

makers and de-icing providers. This will enable coordination of infrastructure and aircraft clearance 

and inform further tactical decisions.  

  

7.3 Leadership and attendance  

  

At the on onset of Winter Threat Status Snow 12, as promulgated via the Community App and 

CHROMA banner, representatives from each Aircraft De-icing provider shall contact the ADM, and if 

deemed necessary, attend the Snow Cell located at the Airfield Operations Centre, Stand 64. Please 

note this may change to the IDLEX Tower   

  

Priority desk space will be made available within the Snow Cell, and will be reserved for the sole use 

of Aircraft de-icing providers for the duration of the specific weather threat.  
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7.4 Roles and responsibilities – Aircraft De-icing providers  

  

- At the onset of WTS 12, report to the Airfield Duty Manager (ADM) within the Snow Cell, and 

if advised, populate the Snow Cell with the relevant personnel.   

- Maintain attendance until such time as the specific winter threat has passed.  

- Liaise with Snow cell management and provide regular operational performance updates. 

- Communicate any operational difficulties to the ADM immediately.  

- Maintain communications with your respective base of operations.  

- Should the Departure Sequencing Protocol (DSP) be activated, provide information to 

determine estimated outbound flow limitations.  

- Respond to published sequencing as per the DSP, and manage resource accordingly.  

- Communicate any change to status or operational capability.   
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8. DEPARTURE SEQUENCING PROTOCOL (DSP)  

  

8.1 GLOSSARY  

  

  

 ECZT Estimated Commencement of De-icing Time  

 EEZT  Estimated end of De-icing Time  

 ERZT    Estimated Ready for De-icing Time  

 TOBT  Target Off Blocks Time 

 GHA  Ground Handling Agent  

 MA PC  Manchester Airport Priority Coordinator  

 SOBT  Scheduled Off Blocks Time   
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Departure Sequencing Protocol – Critical Information Shared Via Chroma Fusion  

  

In order to ensure flights are prioritised in a fair and robust manner, Ground Handling Agents should 

always input accurate TOBT times. This time indicates the estimated time that the flight will be ready 

for de-icing.  

 

On activation of the departure sequencing protocol, the TOBT times will be used to formulate the 

sequence of aircraft departures or the ‘Priority List’. If two aircraft have the same TOBT, the aircraft 

will then be sequenced by the original STD, with the earliest departure being prioritised.   

 

Winter 2018/19, saw the introduction of the ECZT and EEZT times being utilised inputted by the De-

Icing Operations as part of the departure sequencing protocol. The two times will be used to inform 

the community of the Estimated De-icing Start Time (ECZT), and the Estimated De-icing End Time 

(EEZT). This will ensure the community is advised of the current priority listing, and the estimated 

time until each flight will be serviced by de-icing media 

 

Aircraft de-iced by Menzies: 

Menzies use an electronic tool called AVTURA to automatically sequence de-icing based on inputted 

TOBT. AVTURA also automatically estimates ECZT and EEZT. Information can be found on the 

community app as below: 
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Aircraft de-iced by Swissport: 

Swissport use a manual system therefore Swissport Operations Control Centre (OCC) will manually 

enter ECZT and EEZT times. This information will not be visible on the community app.  

 

Input  Method  

TOBT (Entered by GHA) To be entered as normal   

 

Input  Method  

ECZT (entered by De-icing provider) 

  

Estimated De-icing Start Time   

EEZT (entered by De-icing provider) Estimated De-icing End Time  

 

Output   Method  

Re-sequenced priority lists (entered 

by MA PLC) 

To be entered into the priority listing column as follows: 

 

Aircraft de-iced by Menzies: will be allocated numbers 1-199 

Aircraft de-iced by Swissport – will be allocated numbers 200-299 

Aircraft de-iced by ‘Spare’ – will be allocated numbers 300-399 

 

 

Reciprocal Agreements – Aircraft De-icing:  

  

Following consultation with the relevant parties, a decision has been taken by De-icing companies, 

and airlines to maintain agreed contracts with regards to aircraft de-icing. Under this agreement, 

airlines will only be serviced by their respective contracted de-icing company.  

  

The priority listing will be compiled using the TOBT, and aircraft will be sequenced as required by the 

aerodrome authority. 
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8.2  APPLIED RULES  

  

 Airlines and/or GHA are to request de-icing directly to their de-icing provider 

 Airline operators and/or GHA to prioritise their own flights and publish times that 

each flight is expected to be ready for de-icing (TOBT). These times are to be entered 

into CHROMA 

 TOBT listed flights with the same time entered to be further filtered against earliest 

STD pre-closure and prioritised as such.  

 The number of flights to be prioritised per hour will be based upon an expected 

departure rate as published by MA.   

 Additional flights will be prioritised but not published in readiness for any improved 

conditions. The formula to be applied is Outbound Flow plus 50%.  

 Departure rates, or applied Outbound Flow, will vary dependent upon the most 

restrictive element on any given day.  

 The applied Outbound Flow rate will incorporate a tolerance of minus 2 aircraft to 

allow for variations and further unexpected delays.   

 The Priority listings will be published on CHROMA by the Priority Coordinator (MA 

PC)  

 The published priority listings will be used by Airlines, GHA, De-icing companies, Fuel 

providers and MA, to allocate resources accordingly.  

 De-icing providers are to populate the Estimated De-icing Start (ECZT) and Estimated 

De-icing End (EEZT) times into CHROMA  

 GHA are to update the Estimated Time of Departure (ETD) information into 

CHROMA 

 Flights with no published TOBT times will not be prioritised.  

 

Any flight that is further delayed or unable to make the new ETD, will be re-sequenced during the 

next update. 

 

Updates are to take place every 30 minutes and will re-prioritise the next 60 minutes based upon 

TOBT times published by the GHAs.  
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8.3 VERIFICATION  

  

Airfield Operations frontline teams may audit to verify the readiness of prioritised flights. Any flights 

which have been declared as ready, but are clearly not, will be removed from the prioritisation list, 

and placed at the end of the list being used. These aircraft will be de-iced prior to publication of the 

following priority listing.  

  

 

8.4 EXCEPTIONAL REQUESTS   

  

Exceptional requests to operate outside of the published priority orders will be considered by 

Snowman Terminals.  Such requests must be accompanied by a written account as to the reason 

why it should be considered and what disruption mitigation such request would achieve.  

Considered Exceptional requests will be escalated to the ADM for final approval.  

Accepted Exceptional requests will be subject to facilitation by Airfield Control.  

Exceptional requests whereby an Airline wishes to substitute a prioritised flight for another of their 

own flights, will be considered through the exceptional request process. This may be accepted at the 

discretion of the ADM, where this does not impact upon any other carriers. Additionally, where a 

prioritised aircraft is swapped with same carrier, the flight taken out of prioritisation, inherits the 

shorter STD of the flight it swaps with.  

Records of updates and priority listings will be retained for future review. 
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8.5 COMMUNICATION   

  

Implementation communication to be sent via the Community APP & Email via T1 AOC, T2 AOC, T3 

AOC, Handlers and Control Authorities email lists, CHROMA Banner and where possible, conference 

call to be held by the ADM or AOM as required 

This communication should be sent at least 1 hour prior to reinstatement if operations (where 

possible)   

Communication to be sent by Snowcell or IMC (if active)   

 

 

 

The following information is to be promulgated as a minimum standard.  

 

Detail    

Expected Runway Opening Time   

  

Snowman Airfield to confirm   

Estimated Outbound Flow Rate  Based upon specific limiting factor i.e. average de-ice time / 

number of de-ice rigs available  

  

Sequencing Protocol Initiation trigger  Can be declared at any stage by ADM  

Community instruction to update TOBT 

data   

WTS Level 12  

Confirmation of priority list publish time 

and refresh period   

To be sent with the initial communications update  
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Example:   

 “EGCC Winter Ops: 23R SRW to open 1300z. Est outbound rate 10ph. Sequencing protocol initiated. 

All Airline Operators are to ensure accurate population of TOBT into CHROMA.”   

 

 

8.6 IMPLEMENTATION AND REVIEW  

  

Initiated following prolonged suspension of operation and on the onset of WTS3. This will be 

coordinated by IMT / Snowcell.   

The Aircraft Departure Sequencing Protocol will be reviewed on an annual basis, and published for 

consultation from September, alongside the Winter Operations Plan, for active release 01st 

November.  

  

Although developed to compliment the Winter Operations Plan, the Aircraft Departure Sequencing 

Protocol can be initiated in reaction to any other Major Operational Disruption event. Any activation 

of the protocol will result in a debrief. The scale of the debrief will be commensurate to the level of 

disruption.  

 

8.7 RECORDS  

• ECZT and EEZT times will populated with estimates, and then corrected with 

actuals to ensure a transparent process.  

• Every new Priority list update will be captured as a screenshot by MA PC and 

retained (paper copy)  

• Any written exceptional requests are to be retained by Snowman Terminals  
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8.8 RESPONSIBILITIES  

  

MA PC (Manchester Airport Priority Controller)  

• To prioritise the current flights populated with TOBT times in CHROMA  

• Ensuring absolute application of the specified rules  

• Publish the priority listings on time  

• Record all listings and associated TOBT, ECZT and EEZT times, remarks, 

omissions and amendments.  

 De-icing providers  

• Advise on expected capability and average de-ice time  

• From the onset of Winter Threat Status Level 2 (WTS1) populate the Snowcell 

with an operational representative to coordinate aircraft de-icing operations 

between MA, deicing providers, GHA and Airlines.   

• Inform snowcell of rig availability  

• Communicate and change to expectations  

• Direct resources as per the priority listings  

• Enter ECZT and EEZT times into Chroma Fusion on activation of the Departure 

Sequencing Protocol  

Airline Operators  

• Ensure de-icing is requested directly to de-icing providers 

• Direct any exceptional request to Snowman Terminal to be accompanied with 

written confirmation / rationale.  

• Continually update any new TOBT for consideration.   

  

GHA  

• Ensure TOBT times are accurately inputted into Chroma and maintain continual 

updates 

• Direct resources as per the priority listings  

• Update ETD times in CHROMA  

• Advise the Snowcell of any specific issues impeding a priority flight  

 

NATS ATC   

• Advise on any network restrictions  

• Advise any change to tactical flow rates applied  

• Inform the Snowcell immediately to any change in operational conditions  
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Snowman Terminal   

• Collate and record any exceptional requests.  

• Record rationale behind any accepted exceptional requests.   

• Assess and escalate accepted exceptional requests to ADM for further approval.  

  

Snowman Airfield  

• Advise on the current Airfield Status  

• Update with expected re-opening times  

• Advise of any operational restrictions post opening   

  

Snowcell  

• Initiate commencement of the protocol   

• Publish communications  

• Direct resources as per the priority listings.  
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 9. SNOW CLOSURE POLICY (SNOCLO)  

  

9.1. Initiation  

  

The presence of even small accumulations of wet snow can significantly affect the performance of 

aircraft. A plan to clear runway(s) will be initiated when the depth of accumulation is expected to 

exceed 3mm of slush or wet snow. The time of any snow closure will be notified to ATC and the 

airport community as far in advance as possible thus enabling operators to manage pushback, 

turnaround and de-icing activities in the most efficient manner.  

  

Flight operations may continue until such time that the runway is formally closed for snow 

clearance, however, once snow has started to accumulate, continued operations will necessitate 

frequent inspections of the runway to ensure accurate surface state reports are available to pilots. 

Surface State reports will include the coverage, type(s) and depth of contaminant present in each 

third of the runway, as described in Section 2.1. The decision to close a runway will account for the 

need to remove contaminants from the runway surface in a manner which minimises operational 

impact, but considers the risk that any accumulations of slush, standing water or wet snow may 

freeze if left untreated.  

  

Where possible, advanced notifications and coordination will take place between Snowman Airfield 

and ATC W MGR to prioritise and manage any imminent inbound or outbound movements.  

  

9.2. Light Snowfall  

  

During or after a light snowfall, experience has demonstrated that a period of approximately 90 

minutes is required to clear and anti-ice each runway. In these circumstances a ‘SNOCLO message’ 

will be issued by SNOWTAM & NOTAM with an expected duration of 90 minutes. This will be 

accompanied by a message to the Community Appand displayed on the Chroma Fusion system.  
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9.3. Prolonged or Heavy Snowfall  

  

During or after heavy snowfall, a longer duration of snow closure may be necessary. In these 

circumstances, a ‘SNOCLO message’ will be issued by SNOWTAM & NOTAM promulgating the 

expected duration of closure. If circumstances dictate, the ADM and Snowman Airfield will consider 

the need to extend the estimated closure duration. This decision will be agreed between the ADM 

and Incident Management Centre (if active). The ‘SNOCLO Matrix’ in Appendix G details any 

estimated period of airfield closure dependant on the depth of snow accumulation present on 

airfield surfaces.  

 

9.4. Runway Possession  

  

Whilst snow clearance is in progress on a Runway, the Runway will be closed by ATC and will remain 

under the control of Snowman Airfield. The remainder of the Airfield Manoeuvring Area will 

continue to be under ATC control. The Runway will remain closed until sufficient clearance of the 

Priority 1 Areas detailed in Section 11.1 and appendix B have been completed to allow safe 

operations to resume.  

  

9.5. Runways – Return to Service Procedure  

Snowman Airfield will adopt the following procedure when reinstating a runway for operational use 

under the control of ATC.  

1. Ensure that the runway surface has been inspected for FOD and is safe for use by aircraft.   

 

2. Ensure that all Snow-clearing Vehicles have vacated the runway. The ADM & Snowman 

Airfield will confirm that all Airfield Operations and Snow-Clearing vehicles are aware of the 

operational status of the runway by making a general broadcast on Channel 4 ERC & Airfield 

Operations Trunk Radio. Appropriate read-backs must be obtained to confirm the 

information has been received and understood by all parties.   

 

3. Ensure, when necessary, that the Aerodrome has been safeguarded for Category 3 

operations and that all personnel are aware of the LVP State in force.  

 

4. Undertake a confirmatory runway inspection to verify the points 1-3 are in order.  

 

5. Confirm that an appropriate level of Fire Category is available.   
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NB. Upon closure RFFS may deploy personnel to undertake snow clearing duties and therefore the 

RFFS OiC will liaise with the ADM/Snowcell to determine the available level of Fire Category before 

allowing operations to continue. Subject to the schedule of movements (i.e. the maximum size of 

aircraft expected), the ADM and RFFS OiC may elect to declare a reduced level of Fire Category to 

allow a limited number of RFFS personnel to continue snow-clearing duties. Any reduction in Fire 

Category must be promulgated to operators via Essential Aerodrome Information (RTF) and NOTAM. 

During Snow (and for consideration), the RFFS may be restricted to responding to Domestic and 

Medical calls due to access into areas which are yet to be cleared of snow. 

 

On completion of actions 1-5, Snowman Airfield will make a RTF transmission directly to the Air 

Controller, stating:     

All vehicles have vacated.  The surface state is XXX/XXX/XXX (plus amplifying comments)”. “Runway 

XXX is serviceable and available for use under your control.    

This message must be made by Snowman Airfield (OPS6) and must be made by RTF, directly to the 

Air Controller, not to GMC, Watch Manager, or any other ATC personnel unless they are acting as Air 

Controller at the time of transmission.  This message must not be made by telephone.   

  

9.6  Runways – Return to Service Strategy   

  

Following any prolonged suspension of operations, to ensure that Aircraft movement on the ground 

does not exceed the Airfield capacity, a phased return to operational service may be employed.   

Measures used could include:  

 Runway to be opened for departing traffic only for a specified time (see 14.3) 

 

 Inbound Flow rates imposed by ATC to manage Air and Ground traffic. 

 

 Request to push and park or push and hold. 

 

Any tactics employed will be managed and coordinated by the Snow Cell.   

  

As soon as possible, the Airfield Community will be advised of an estimated time for 

recommencement of services. This will be assessed and co-ordinated by the Snow Cell, IMC (if 

active) and ATC. Communications of an expected re-commencement of service, or any changes to 

normal operations will be promulgated via the Community App, Chroma banner, NOTAM and/or 

Snowtam.  
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10. SNOW CLEARANCE PRIORITIES  

  

10.1. Manoeuvring Area Clearance Priorities  

  

In accordance with the policy and objectives in Section 2, the following areas are prioritised for snow 

clearing:  

  

10.2. Priority 1  

  

- Runway 05L/23R (R1)  

- Runway 05L/23R links at A, AE, B/BZ, BD, J, M, H & NA  

- Small number of remote stands (due increased likelihood of remote parking)  

- Taxiways A, D, J, B, N, K & P 

- Access route to Runway 05L/23R from South Fire station via RET VD. Stand 61 Ground 

Equipment Assembly Point  

- Key airside roads and taxiway crossings, inc T2 Bussing Lounge access & PremiAir airside 

road 

- MAN TP Lounge covered walkways (all areas)  

- Priority stands and other stands according to demand  

- Emergency access to Fire Stations and Crash Gates (1, 13, 16, 19, & 20)  

- Access to Emergency RVP1. Northside Fire Station 

 

10.3.  Priority 2  

- Taxiways G, JE, JF, L, & R.  

- Additional aircraft parking stands according to demand  

- Airside roads and access to Sub Stations B & C  

- Cargo Lane to West Gate Security  

 

10.4.  Priority 3  

- Taxiways C, Q.  

- Runway 05L/23R access/exit links at AF, AG, and H  

- Airfield perimeter track to South Fire station and Pump Station access  

- Access tracks to Crash Gates (14 & 15) in Bollin Valley  

- Maintenance Hangar areas, Landmark Aviation Apron and ancillary areas  
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10.5.  Priority 4  

  

- Runway 05R/23L (R2)  

- Runway 05R/23L access/exit links at T, VA, U, VB, VC Taxiways S, T, V and W, Y if required.  

- Runway crossings at DZ/D, FZ/F, HZ/H.  

- Airfield perimeter track from South Fire station to Midpoint turning circle  

- Emergency access to Crash gates (6, 7, 8, 9 and 10)  

 **Please note this may be subject to change post TWY re-designation** 

- Access to Emergency RVP South  

- Access road to South Fire station off A538  

- Access roads to Sub Stations  

- Engine Test Bay – cleared if demand exists  

  

10.6           Tactical Prioritisation   

  

As a general principal, the priorities depicted in Appendix B will be followed. However, due to 

specific operating conditions and movements rates, a decision may be made by the ADM, in 

conjunction with ATC WMGR and Snowcell, to deviate from the priorities and direct resources to 

areas that may provide greater tactical opportunities at any given time.  
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10.7        Apron Clearance Priorities  

  

General Principles  

  

The following is a basic clearance plan, which may require adaptation to suit prevailing weather 

conditions. Whenever a threat of snow with accumulation is forecast, the stands listed in the table 

below will be closed to aircraft and reserved for storing cleared snow, which in turn may result in an 

increase in remote aircraft parking. The stands will remain closed until such time a natural thaw 

occurs, or snow dumps can be moved to an alternative storage location. These areas may be 

adjusted according to the severity and longevity of snowfall.   

  

Persistent or Heavy Snowfall  

  

In the event a severe snowfall scenario is forecast, snow dump locations will be dynamically 

managed by the Airfield Duty Manager in coordination with Airfield Control to ensure stand capacity 

is maximised.  

Refer to Appendix C where snow dumps are prohibited.   

  

Storage of Snow on Grassland Areas  

  

Storage of cleared snow on grass areas is avoided and is positively swept into drainage systems that 

collect run-off and contaminants for containment.  
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Preferred Clearance Plan: Terminal 1 Areas  

  

Pier B stands 1 to 15  Brush to Stand 1  

Taxiway JE  Brush to Stand 1  

Pier B stands 2 to 12  Brush to Stand 100   

Pier C stands 21 to 31  Brush to Stand 100   

Taxiway Lima  Brush to Stand 100   

Pier C stands 22 to 32  Brush to Stand 28 & 201  

Taxiway Romeo  Brush to Stand 28 & 201  

Remote stands 60 to 64  Brush to Stand 100  

 

 

Preferred Clearance Plan: Terminal 2 Areas  

  

Pier 1 Stands 101 to 116 Brush to Stand 116 

Stands 201 to 209  Brush to Stand 201  

Stands 210 to 216  Brush to stand 216  

Remote stands 233 to 241  Brush to stand 243  

Remote stands 81 to 83  Brush to stand 84  

Taxiway Delta – north  Brush to stand 216  

Taxiway Delta – south  Brush to stand 201 or 28  

 

Preferred Clearance Plan: Terminal 3 Areas  

Stands 47 to 58  Brush to stand 44/44R  

Taxiway Golf  Brush to stand 58  

Stands 41 to 44L  Brush to stand 44R  

Stand 18, 17, 16  Brush to Stand 1  

Taxiway JF  Brush to stand 44R or Stand 1  
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Preferred Clearance Plan: Other Areas  

 

  

10.8       Stand Clearance Access  

    

During heavy or prolonged snowfall, it may be necessary to clear occupied stands of night stopping 

aircraft to ensure serviceability ahead of the next departure wave(s). The most effective method to 

achieve this is to remove parked aircraft from a row of adjacent stands by pushing them into the 

Taxiway to allow for a complete sweep and treatment of all stands within a given area. Once 

completed, aircraft will be towed back onto the treated stands.  

  

This strategy would only be employed when operational conditions are met and adequate GHA 

resources are available and would be co-ordinated by the Snowcell, ATC and relevant GHA.  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cargo stands 66-70  Brush to stand 71  

Taxiway November – south  Brush to stand 71  

Taxiway November – north & NA  Brush to stand 74  

Western Apron stands 72 to 86  Brush to stand 74  

Signature Aviation  Brush to ROMPA parking  

Engine Test Bay  Cleared on demand  

Western Hangar apron areas  As appropriate, maintaining aircraft access to 

hangar facilities.  
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11. FROST AND ICE CONTROL  

  

11.1 General Guidance  

  

Compared to snow events, the prevention of frost or ice on airfield runways, taxiways and aprons is 

more frequent but requires a less extensive response. This resource will be drawn from the 

Engineering Unit. No further activation of the Winter Operations Plan is normally required.  

   

As frost or ice can form quickly over a large surface area, it is not possible to guarantee that all areas 

will be treated, particularly when a ‘flash-freeze’ scenario occurs. All airside users should be alert to 

the presence of ice hazards and take appropriate care. ‘Flash-freezing’ is a common feature of UK 

winter weather and usually occurs following a rapid decrease in surface temperature as precipitation 

dissipates and the sky clears. A ‘flash-freeze’ scenario can occur within a period of minutes, 

providing only a short window of opportunity to carry out ant icing as precipitation ceases and the 

temperature falls. Airside users should also be aware that the temperatures will often subside during 

the period immediately following daybreak, posing a greater risk to operations during the busy 

morning peak period.  

 

11.2 Stand De-icing Granules (“Self Help”)  

  

Yellow bins containing solid de-icing granules are provided on all apron areas for the purpose of 

enabling treatment of specific ice or snow hazards (see also Section 5.2 – Responsibilities of All 

Airfield Staff). Solid de-icing granules are intended for use on Passenger Walkways, paved surfaces 

and Apron areas.   

  

The solid de-icing granules are permitted for use on Apron parking stands and within the vicinity of 

aircraft. Protective gloves should be used at all times when handling granules / scoops.  
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11.3 Aircraft De-icing  

  

Prior to undertaking any aircraft de-icing, Airlines / Handling Agents must inform Terminal Control 

on x 3776. Ref ASI 29  

 

 11.4 Airfield Anti-Icing Strategy  

  

Whenever ice conditions are likely the Airfield Duty Manager should undertake pre-emptive airfield 

anti-icing in an attempt to prevent the accretion of ice. The following factors should be considered 

when taking a decision to anti-ice: -  

  

- The amount of surface water present on the Movement Area and the potential for ant icing 

chemicals to become diluted.   

 

- Actual and Forecast Surface Temperatures.  

 

- The current weather, and likelihood of precipitation in the form of sleet/rain in advance of 

snowfall.  

 

- Practicality of undertaking anti-icing from an operational perspective.  

 

- The application rate at which anti-icing chemicals should be applied (see section 14.7).  

  

  

11.5 Holdover Considerations  

  

The ADM should remain alert to the potential for significant dilution of anti-icing media during and 

after precipitation. It is possible further applications of anti-icing media will be required in order to 

prevent the formation of ice. However, this will largely depend on prevailing and forecast surface 

temperatures, and the intensity of snowfall.  

  

The Airfield Duty Manager will remain alert to the weather conditions, and in particular, the extent 

of any precipitation post anti-icing in order that an assessment of the likely holdover time can be 

made. This information will be passed across subsequent shifts in order to ensure well balanced 

decisions can be taken over a period of several days.  
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11.6 General Considerations  

  

Anti-icing operatives should be instructed to treat the full runway and taxiway widths. Particular 

attention should be paid to treating taxiway turns and intersections where it is likely an aircraft 

bogey will deviate from the central portion of the taxiway during any ground swing or taxi 

manoeuvre.  

  

Hard-standing areas between the minimum taxiway width and parking stands should be treated 

comprehensively. Successful treatment of these areas will prevent loss of traction and grip during 

pushback, and whilst aircraft are turning onto stand.  

  

Early treatment of non-critical areas (i.e. the Perimeter Road) with Rock Salt is recommended.  

  

11.7 Anti-Icing Media – Application Rates  

  

The manufacturers guidelines will be used as a guide for determining the application rates, 

Applications rates will be increased when surface temperatures fall below prescribed threshold 

levels, or when treating ready formed ice, as per the guidance in the table below:   

  

11.8 Anti-icing Media Strategy  

  

MA holds an internal policy relating to on site media provision, stock levels and re-order triggers.  

  

A stock of liquid media for treating paved surfaces and runways, will be held on site with an 

estimated contingency capacity for continued operations of seven days.  

  

During peak risk periods, stock levels will be replenished to remain above 200,000 litres of Isomex 3 

liquid media. However, should a significant risk of prolonged snowfall and/or ice be forecast, the 

ADM in conjunction with the ESTM has the ability to increase on site stock levels to a maximum of 

500,000 litres.  
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11.9 Critical Frost Cover  

  

During forecast weather conditions, that fall outside of a threat of snow, are likely to require 

prolonged and simultaneous use of all pavement surface treating vehicles, the ADM has the ability 

to activate a ‘Critical Frost Cover’ that will be initiated via Engineering Shift Team Manager.  

 

12 SEVERE SNOWFALL  

  

A severe snowfall is defined for the purpose of this plan as a situation where it is anticipated that 

snow-clearing operations may continue for a prolonged period of time. IMC will initiate additional 

responses as follows:  

  

• As and when appropriate, a CCC meeting will be organised to discuss operational 

capability and to consider priorities for the following 24-hour period.  

• The Airfield Duty Manager will activate the IMC to determine priorities and 

strategies for the continuing snow clearance and objectives for the return to 

normal operations.  

• The IMC ‘Operations’ Representative will maintain in regular communications 

with the Snow Cell & Airfield Control.  

  

The following impact and considerations will apply:  

  

• Regular and/or more prolonged total runway closure.  

• Extended use of Single Runway operations on Runway 05L/23R.  

• Limited taxiway route availability with minimum runway entrance exits. 

Consequent limitations to runway capacity.  

• Designation of a limited range of aircraft parking stands to be kept operational.  

• Possible use of airfield snow clearing equipment to supplement the clearance of 

landside roads.  

• Diversionary Status & ATC Flow Control  

• Availability of trained staff to continue clearance operations  

 

During prolonged severe snowfall events, MA will supplement its own internal resource by utilising 

plant, equipment and resources of external partners and suppliers.  
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13 INBOUND DIVERSION POLICY & ATC FLOW MANAGEMENT  

  

13.1 Diversion Policy  

  

Widespread winter weather conditions across the UK can result in flight diversions due to airport 

snow closures or reduced airfield capacity and air holding delays.  

  

Subject to availability, Manchester Airport is prepared to accept diversions, up to and including 

Airbus 380 aircraft. Diversionary aircraft will normally be allocated a remote parking stand, except in 

exceptional circumstances. Priority will normally be given to commercial operations, over Military 

and Private flights.  

  

13.2 Capacity Monitoring  

  

In order to protect our normal schedule of flights, Airfield Operations will closely monitor the 

operational capability of UK Airports and determine the number of parking stands available for 

diversionary aircraft. This assessment will be made at intervals of not less than 12 hours between 

the months of November and March inclusive.   

  

The ADM will set an “inbound diversion cap” and notify ATC of any capacity limitations. The “cap” is 

intended to identify the number of inbound aircraft which can be accepted without impacting upon 

stand allocation plans associated with our normal schedule of flights. In the event of a mass 

diversion scenario, the ADM and TDM will activate Diversion Control in the IMC.  

  

Further information concerning the procedures for handling excess traffic can be found in the 

Aerodrome Manual Part 2.  

  

In the event of significant disruption at Manchester Airport and limited availability of parking stands, 

a decision may be taken not to accept inbound diversions. Such decisions will be promulgated by 

NOTAM, Community App and Chroma Fusion. Requests from Manchester Airport airline customers 

to accept inbound diversions and extra flights will be considered on a case-by-case basis by the IMC, 

subject to the provision of a Ground Handling service.  
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 13.3        ATC Flow Management  

  

During periods of reduced airfield capacity and adverse weather, it may be necessary to implement 

‘ATC flow control’ measures to ensure the number of arriving aircraft does not exceed airfield 

capacity. This will usually occur when the number of available parking stands is reduced due to the 

presence of winter contaminants, or runway capacity is reduced due to the availability of associated 

taxiway infrastructure. In such cases, the level of flow to be implemented will be determined by the 

IMC, in conjunction with Air Traffic Control. If the IMC is not active, the level of flow to be applied 

will be determined by the ATC Watch Manager and ADM.  

  

ATC flow measures will not be implemented if the available airfield capacity exceeds demand.  

  

ATC do not impose outbound flow restrictions however; an expected outbound rate will be 

calculated by the Snow Cell based on any known restrictive parameters such as weather   

  

avoidance, ATC network restriction or de-icing capabilities. This figure will be considered when 

applying any tactical inbound flow restrictions.  

  

Flow measures will be notified to the airport community via the Community App and / or 

Conference calls.  
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14. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS  

  

14.1 Drainage System Requirements  

  

Prior to the instigation of anti-icing procedures, the ADM should obtain positive confirmation from 

the ESTM that the drainage system has been placed into ‘containment’ in the relevant Catchments 

Areas.  This is to prevent anti-icing materials from contaminating local watercourses, a mandatory 

requirement of the Environment Agency. During the winter months, following a review of the 

midday weather forecast, the ADM should advise the ESTM of the likelihood of anti-icing action.  

 

14.2 Runway 05R/23L  

  

It should be noted that the grass areas surrounding the final 750 metres of Runway 23L (i.e. west of 

the drainage lagoons) cannot be contained. Therefore, brushing contaminated snow onto the grass 

should be avoided wherever possible.   

  

14.3 Western Maintenance Area (Fairey’s Apron)  

  

Similarly, Fairey’s Apron cannot be contained, and therefore the distribution of anti-icing materials is 

not permitted in this area. However, a moderate distribution of rock salt along pedestrian walkways 

is acceptable, subject to tenants being notified of this action in advance. The agents concerned are: -  

    

• The Hut Group (THG)   

• Jet2 Engineering (Tel. 0161 498 1359) 
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APPENDIX A – SNOW BANK PROFILES 
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APPENDIX B – AERODROME CLEARANCE PRIORITIES 
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APPENDIX C – SNOW DUMP 
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APPENDIX D -ORGANISATION & COMMUNICATION STRUCTURE 
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APPENDIX E – REGULATORY REFERENCES  

  

The following regulatory documentation supports the principles that are adopted in the Manchester 

Airport Winter Operations Plan and may be referred to for further detail:  

  

 AMC1 ADR.OPS.B.035 Operations in Winter Conditions EASA  

 

 GM1 ADR.OPS.B.035 Operations in Winter Conditions EASA  

 

 CAP168 - Licensing of Aerodromes Appendix 3G (Care of Winter Pavements). (refers to IN-

2013/181)  

 

 CAP 32 UK Aeronautical Information Publication; Aerodromes – General AD 1.2.2 (Paragraph 

5.4.1 (b) is no longer permitted in the UK and will be subject to CAA amendment).  

 

 Aeronautical Information Circular – AIC 86/2007 (Pink 128); Risks and factors associated with 

operations on runways affected by snow, slush or water.  

 

 AIC 86/2009 (Yellow 279) – Guidance for the distribution and completion of the SNOWTAM 

form.  

 

 Safety Notice 2011/016 – Operations on Contaminated Runways  

 

 Winter Runway Estimated Braking Action Assessment Procedures CAA  

  

  

All the above documents are published by the CAA & NATS AIS and are available on the CAA website 

www.caa.co.uk under “Publications”, and www.natsais.org 

 

 

http://www.natsais.org/
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APPENDIX F – AERODROME SNOW CLEARING EQUIPMENT & HUMAN RESOURCES 

Snow Fleet 2018/19     

M/C ID Machine Make/Use   

Ice1 Schmidt 12,00 litre De-Icer Speader Unit MA 

Ice 2 Schmidt 12,00 litre De-Icer Speader Unit MA 

Ice 3 Schmidt combi unit 6000 litres and soilds MA 

Ice 4 (Sir Bruce Thaws Ice) Schmidt ASP 12,00 litre De-Icer Speader Unit MA 

Ice 5 (Clouey) Schmidt ASP 12,00 litre De-Icer Speader Unit MA 

CJS 1 Schmidt Compact Jet Sweeper MA 

CJS 2 Schmidt Compact Jet Sweeper MA 

CJS 3 Schmidt Compact Jet Sweeper MA 

CJS 4 Schmidt Compact Jet Sweeper MA 

CJS 5 Schmidt Compact Jet Sweeper MA 

CJS 6 Schmidt Compact Jet Sweeper MA 

CJS 7 Schmidt Compact Jet Sweeper MA 

CJS 8 Schmidt Compact Jet Sweeper MA 

CJS 9 Schmidt Compact Jet Sweeper MA 

Supra  Schmidt Supra 4002 Snow Cutter MA 

OV 1 Overaasen 200 Towed snow brush with front plough  Hired Tractor 

OV 2 Overaasen 200 Towed snow brush with front plough  Hired Tractor 

OV 3 Overaasen 200 Towed snow brush with front plough  Hired Tractor 

OV 4 Overaasen 200 Towed snow brush with front plough  Hired Tractor 

OV 5 Overaasen 200 Towed snow brush with front plough  Hired Tractor 

OV 6 Overaasen 200 Towed snow brush with front plough  Hired Tractor 

John Deere Ramp Hog 16ft MA 

John Deere Ramp Hog 16ft MA 

John Deere Ramp Hog 20ft Hired Tractor 

John Deere Ramp Hog 20ft Hired Tractor 

John Deere Tractor Mounted Snow Brush (Stands) Hired Tractor 

John Deere Tractor Mounted Snow Brush (Stands) Hired Tractor 

John Deere Tractor Mounted Snow Brush (Stands) Hired Tractor 

John Deere Tractor Mounted Snow Brush (Stands) Hired Tractor 

John Deere Tractor Mounted 10ft Snow Plough  (Stands) Hired Tractor 

John Deere Tractor Mounted 10ft Snow Plough  (Stands) Hired Tractor 

John Deere Tractor Mounted 10ft Snow Plough  (Stands) Hired Tractor 

John Deere Tractor Mounted 10ft Snow Plough  (Stands) Hired Tractor 

JCB 1 Telehandler With Bucket Hired 

JCB 2 Telehandler With Bucket MA 

Grit 1  Tractor Rock Salt Spreader Hired 

Grit 2 Tractor Rock Salt Spreader Hired 

Trailer 1 Dump Trailer Hired 
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Trailer 2 Dump Trailer Hired 

Trailer 3 Dump Trailer MA 

John Deere Large Tractor Parked On Apron For Emergency Use Hired 

John Deere Large Tractor Parked On Apron For Emergency Use Hired 

John Deere Large Tractor Parked On Apron For Emergency Use Hired 

John Deere Large Tractor Parked On Apron For Emergency Use Hired 

 

Following changes to operational rosters within the Engineering Teams, circa 30 personnel will be 

available snow-clearing duties over the course of each 12-hour period.   

  

This number is in addition to the Snow Cell personnel.  

  

For the 2018/19 Winter Season, numbers are further supplemented by RFFS personnel and Airside 

Standards Officers providing additional resource for the snow clearing effort. In terms of numbers, 

these will be circa 6 additional heads to the number quoted above. 
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APPENDIX G – SNOCLO MATRIX (ESTIMATED CLOSURE PERIODS)  

  

Snow Accumulation  Estimated Duration of Airfield Closure  

  

3mm – 5mm  

  

1 Hour 30 Minutes  

  

  

6mm – 10mm  

  

2 Hours 30 Minutes  

  

  

11mm – 20mm  

  

3 Hours  

  

  

20mm – 100mm  

  

Approximately 4 Hours  30 Minutes 

  

  

100mm – 200mm  

  

Approximately 6 Hours  

  

  

200mm +  

  

Approximately 6 - 12 +  
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Appendix H: Airside Standing Instruction 17 (ASI17)  

  

ASI 17 – Strong Wind & Gale Plan   

ASI Owner  Airfield Operations Manager  

  

1. DEFINITION OF WIND CONDITIONS  

  

• Strong Wind - Mean speed 24+ kts  

• Gale Force Wind - Mean speed 34+ kts  

• Severe Gale Force Wind - Mean speed 44+ kts  

• Storm Force Wind - Mean speed 52+ kts  

• Violent Storm Force Wind - Mean speed 60+ kts  

  

2. NOTIFICATION  

WSI issue Strong Wind and Gale Warnings direct to the ADM.  

  

3. RESPONSE ACTIONS  

The ADM is responsible for:  

 Implementing the 'internal' notification procedure by issuing a message via the Community 

App of all gale and strong wind warnings to key airside users on the controlled distribution 

list maintained by the Emergency Planning Manager and Airfield Liaison Manager.  

 Instigating inspections to ensure that the possibility of FOD blowing on the movement areas 

is minimised  

 Instigating inspections to ensure that apron equipment is secured and parked appropriately 

in order to minimise the possibility of such equipment blowing on to persons, aircraft or 

vehicles  

 Ensuring that any construction contractors in airside areas take appropriate action to secure 

equipment and materials, as well as lowering cranes etc when appropriate  

 Instigating inspections to ensure aircraft are adequately chocked and/or tied down to 

prevent weathercocking. Particular attention should be paid to aircraft parked in exposed 

parts of the airfield, i.e. TATON and head of pier stands.  
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Handling Agents and other ramp staff are responsible for:  

 ULD's to be checked to ensure they are correctly racked with stops' raised. Stowing ULD's on 

Weldwork Trailers will not normally be acceptable. Where possible towing EMPTY ULD 

containers should be avoided during strong winds  

 Steps must be fully lowered and, where possible, turned into wind with stabilisers down and 

brakes ON.  

 Ensuring that all covers on trucks and trailers are lashed down  

 Ensuring that parked steps have stabilisers down and brakes on  

 Check that all equipment is correctly parked and secured  

 Removing any items of litter or debris that are likely to constitute a FOD Hazard to aircraft.  

  

Aircraft Engineers are responsible for:  

 Ensuring aircraft are fully chocked and the parking brake reset at regular intervals in 

accordance with company and aircraft manufacturer requirements.  

 

The ESTM is responsible for:  

 Ensuring that, should the warning also include the possibility of severe rain/flooding, the 

impact upon water, power, gas supply services and effluent disposal is assessed and likely 

implications passed to the TDM & ADM.  

  

Airfield Control is responsible for:  

 Informing Terminal Control on 3776 requesting and ensuring that all out of use airbridges 

are retracted, lowered to their lower limits and parked correctly with shutters down and 

doors closed. Follow-up inspections will be undertaken by Airfield Operations personnel.  

  

4. NON-STANDARD PARKING OF AIRCRAFT  

Parked aircraft may sustain damage to control surfaces or may risk ground-swinging 

('weathercocking') in strong wind conditions. It will be for airlines and aircraft engineers to 

determine whether it is desirable to park any particular aircraft facing into the prevailing wind.  

  

When this is the case the relevant operator must contact MA Airfield Control on ext. 3695 and make 

this request. Aircraft must not be re-positioned without approval from the Airfield Duty Manager.  
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The ADM will consider the practicality of non-standard parking and will consult with Airfield Control 

should any possibility of impact on taxiway strips and adjacent stands be suspected.  

  

Permission to park non-standard will be given by the ADM. If necessary, the ADM will discuss 

requirements with the operator’s representative. Aircraft will not normally be allowed to park non-

standard under their own power but will require to be re-positioned by a tug after arrival and 

disembarkation. Likewise, aircraft parked non-standard into wind will not normally be permitted to 

self-manoeuvre off stand due to the hazards posed by jet blast, particularly on pier-served/contact 

stands.  
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Appendix I: Airside Standing Instruction 16 (ASI16)  

  

ASI 16 – Thunderstorms   

ASI Owner  Head of Airside Operations  

  

1. OBJECTIVE  

To set out the procedures to be followed in the event of Thunderstorm activity.   

  

2. WEATHER INFORMATION AND READINESS  

  

The Airfield Duty Manager maintains a general awareness of weather prospects by monitoring the 

prevailing weather Forecasts.  

The MET Office or current weather provider StormGeo will issue a Thunderstorm Warning directly to 

the ADM when forecast weather conditions present a significant risk of thunderstorm activity in the 

vicinity of Manchester Airport. Such warnings may be valid for up to 24 hours although may give 

little notice of the arrival of storms.  The ADM will issue a warning to the airport community if 

thunderstorm conditions are apparent in the vicinity of the airport even if no warning has been 

issued by the MET Office.  

The ADM will promulgate the Thunderstorm Warning via the Community App.   

Thunderstorms represent a hazard to airport operations due to the potential for:  

• Lightning bolts striking aircraft, vehicles, buildings or persons  

• Very heavy rain or hail  

• Poor visibility  

• Strong gusty winds  

• Wind shear  

• Airframe and engine icing  

• Interference with radio transmissions and compasses  

• Electrical outages  

• PREVENTATIVE ACTIONS BY AIRPORT STAFF  
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Owing to the potential hazards prevalent during thunderstorms, certain preventative measures 

should be taken.  

Of particular note is that handling agents will avoid the use headsets during pushback. Essentially 

this means that ATC will avoid issuing non-standard pushbacks when Thunderstorm Warnings are in 

force.  The ADM will notify the ATC WM when a thunderstorm warning has been issued to the 

airport community.  

Strong/Squally Winds - Measures the same as those outlined in ASI 17, which should be adopted.  

All companies operating airside should regularly review the risks arising from thunderstorm activity 

on their operations and ensure that policies, risk assessments are documented procedures are in 

place.  These should be made available to MA upon request.  
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Appendix J: Airside Standing Instruction 29 (ASI29)  

  

ASI 29 – Aircraft De-Icing  

  

ASI Owner  Head of Airfield Operations   

  

1. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS  

  

Aircraft de-icing may be carried out by any competent organisation operating airside by contractual 

arrangement with airline operators and with a current Ground Service Licence (GSL).  

Aircraft de-icing fluids are pollutants with the potential for considerable environmental damage. 

Therefore, when de-icing is taking place, it is essential that run-off from airside areas is contained 

and separated from other drainage.  

  

2. LOCATIONS FOR AIRFRAME DE-ICING  

  

There are two remote de-icing facilities, TWY B4-5 and PAPA which can be used as remote de-icing 

facilities which can be facilitated by the ADM subject to agreement with ATC and De-Icing providers 

in addition to the parking stand. De-icing is not permitted on the Western Maintenance Apron  

  

3. COMMUNICATIONS  

  

Handling Agents and De-icing Service Partners MUST inform in advance, LCC - Terminal Control on 

Ext. 3776 prior to undertaking ANY Aircraft De-icing. If no answer contact the Engineering Shift Team 

Manager, on Ext 3678 with the same information.  

A separate notification is needed for each 24-hour period and each Terminal or remote stand. This is 

necessary to ensure the airport’s drainage systems can be placed into containment mode to prevent 

contamination of local watercourses. Failure to do so could result in a pollution incident and pursued 

under the Airfield Infringement Scheme or result in prosecution by the Environment Agency.  
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4. HEALTH & SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS  

  

Care must be taken when carrying out de-icing to ensure that passengers and staff in the vicinity of 

the aircraft are not sprayed with de-icing fluids. The timing of the activity should be agreed via the 

appropriate Turnround Co-ordinator.  

  

De-icing fluids on aprons can make the surfaces very slippery and care needs to be taken by all those 

walking in the vicinity of de-icing activities. Handling agents and airline staff must warn passengers 

to take care when boarding aircraft from a non-airbridge gate.   

  

Drivers should be aware that braking and steering performance of vehicles might be impaired. 

   

5. FLUID STOCKS  

  

ALL De-icing companies MUST keep the Airfield Duty Manager updated on fluid stock levels daily and 

inform the Airfield Duty Manager of any operational problems immediately.  
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